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Overview

The Technology Innovation Management Review (TIM 
Review) provides insights about the issues and emerging 
trends relevant to launching and growing technology 
businesses. The TIM Review focuses on the theories, 
strategies, and tools that help small and large technology 
companies succeed.

Our readers are looking for practical ideas they can apply 
within their own organizations. The TIM Review brings 
together diverse viewpoints – from academics, entrepren-
eurs, companies of all sizes, the public sector, the com-
munity sector, and others – to bridge the gap between 
theory and practice. In particular, we focus on the topics 
of technology and global entrepreneurship in small and 
large companies.

We welcome input from readers into upcoming 
themes. Please visit timreview.ca to suggest themes and 
nominate authors and guest editors.

Contribute

Contribute to the TIM Review in the following ways:

• Read and comment on articles.  

• Review the upcoming themes and tell us what topics

   you would like to see covered.

• Write an article for a future issue; see the author

   guidelines and editorial process for details.

• Recommend colleagues as authors or guest editors.

• Give feedback on the website or any other aspect of this

   publication.

• Sponsor or advertise in the TIM Review.

• Tell a friend or colleague about the TIM Review.

Please contact the Editor if you have any questions or 
comments: timreview.ca/contact

About TIM

The TIM Review has international contributors and 
readers, and it is published in association with the 
Technology Innovation Management program (TIM; 
timprogram.ca), an international graduate program at 
Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada.
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Then, Sari Mäenpää, Anu Helena Suominen, and 
Rainer Breite from Tampere University of Technology, 
Finland, investigated the use of boundary objects for 
knowledge integration during a networked innovation 
process. The focal company in their case study particip-
ated in facilitated workshops with multiple stakehold-
ers coming together to solve a major 
production-automation problem. As a test and refine-
ment of an existing model for knowledge integration, 
the results show how managers can systematically ap-
proach problems requiring expert external knowledge 
and better integrate knowledge required for innovation 
within their project networks.

Next, Martin Sperrer, Christiana Müller, and Julia 
Soos from the Graz University of Technology in Austria 
assess the progression of Austrian universities of tech-
nology towards becoming "entrepreneurial universit-
ies". After reviewing the concept of the entrepreneurial 
university and the relevant stakeholders of today's 
higher-education institutions, they share the results of 
their assessment in the form of a scorecard that high-
lights where good progress had been made and where 
challenges remain.

Finally, Anna Trifilova, John Bessant, and Allen Alex-
ander from the University of Exeter in the United King-
dom answer the question "How can you teach 
innovation and entrepreneurship?" by emphasizing 
the importance of gaining tacit knowledge in addition 
to explicit knowledge. They describe their current re-
search into eight teaching approaches for innovation 
and entrepreneurship while emphasizing the need for 
novel project-based, practice-centred, and experiential 
learning approaches.  

We are proud to be associated with ISPIM and are 
grateful for their assistance in putting together this
issue. We hope you will enjoy and find value in the in-
sights provided through these articles. Also, consider 
attending the upcoming ISPIM Innovation Forum in 
Toronto, Canada, from March 19–22, 2017. The dead-
line to submit outlines is November 25, 2016
(forum.ispim.org). 

Editorial: Insights
Chris McPhee, Editor-in-Chief

Welcome to the October 2016 issue of the Technology 
Innovation Management Review. This issue was de-
veloped in collaboration with the International Society 
for Professional Innovation Management (ISPIM:
ispim.org) – a network of researchers, industrialists, con-
sultants, and public bodies who share an interest in in-
novation management. The articles in this issue were 
developed from papers presented at the 2016 ISPIM
Innovation Conference, which was held in Porto, Por-
tugal, from June 19–22, 2016 under the theme of 
"Blending Tomorrow's Innovation Vintage".  

The authors in this issue share insights on the growth 
ambitions of entrepreneurs, strategy formation in in-
novation ecosystems, boundary objects for knowledge 
integration, entrepreneurial universities, and teaching 
methods for innovation and entrepreneurship.

In the first article, Arto Wallin, Kaisa Still, and Katja 
Henttonen from VTT, the Technical Research Centre 
of Finland, examine entrepreneurial growth ambitions 
among technology startups. Based on a case study of 
21 growth-seeking technology startups operating in 
Finland, the authors found that an entrepreneur's 
growth ambitions may be influenced by their startup's 
institutional and market context, the scalability of their 
business model, their personal characteristics and ex-
perience, and their perceptions of the barriers and con-
straints of the field. The key implication for 
organizations aiming to foster technology entrepren-
eurship is that their support should be tailored to the 
entrepreneurs' specific growth ambitions and associ-
ated needs. 

Next, Jarkko Pellikka and Timo Ali-Vehmas from 
Nokia Technologies in Espoo, Finland, propose a con-
ceptual framework for senior leaders to form strategies 
to create and capture value in innovation ecosystems. 
In addition to their analysis of key concepts from the 
relevant literature, their practical contribution links 
and contrasts the practical questions arising during 
strategy development using traditional business-
strategy literature with those arising when taking an 
ecosystem perspective.

http://ispim.org
http://forum.ispim.org/
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In November, our editorial theme is Innovation in 
Tourism for which I am pleased to welcome guest edit-
ors Dominic Lapointe from Université du Québec à 
Montréal, Canada, and David Guimont from Cégep de 
Rivière-du-Loup and Living Lab en Innovation Ouverte 
(LLio) in Rivière-du-Loup, Canada, in collaboration 
with the International Association for Tourism Policy 
(iatour.net).

For future issues, we are accepting general submissions 
of articles on technology entrepreneurship, innovation 
management, and other topics relevant to launching 
and growing technology companies and solving practic-
al problems in emerging domains. Please contact us 
(timreview.ca/contact) with potential article topics and sub-
missions.

Editorial: Insights
Chris McPhee

About the Editor

Chris McPhee is Editor-in-Chief of the Technology
Innovation Management Review. He holds an MASc 
degree in Technology Innovation Management from 
Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada, and BScH and 
MSc degrees in Biology from Queen's University in 
Kingston, Canada. Chris has over 15 years of manage-
ment, design, and content-development experience 
in Canada and Scotland, primarily in the science, 
health, and education sectors. As an advisor and edit-
or, he helps entrepreneurs, executives, and research-
ers develop and express their ideas.

Citation: McPhee, C. 2016. Editorial: Insights. 
Technology Innovation Management Review, 6(10) 
3–4. http://timreview.ca/article/1022
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Entrepreneurial Growth Ambitions:
The Case of Finnish Technology Startups

Arto Wallin, Kaisa Still, and Katja Henttonen

Introduction

When Nokia’s dominance of the mobile phone market 
came crashing down, it was a disaster for the Finnish 
economy and left a huge gap to fill, especially for the 
employment of engineers (Lane, 2016). Since then, 
Finnish decision makers have been expecting new ven-
tures – particularly technology startups – to fill the gap 
and lift the Finnish economy out from the recession. 
But this idea has a hidden assumption that might not 
hold: do all startups have growth ambitions? Do they 

want to be global players like Nokia? And most import-
antly, do they build their growth by employing thou-
sands of employees as Nokia did?

Finland is a contradictory context for technology-
based growth entrepreneurship. Although the country 
is known for its high-tech contributions and has fre-
quently ranked in the top category in innovativeness 
and competitiveness (e.g., Schwab & Sala-i-Martin, 
2014), the Finnish society has traditionally been rather 
discouraging to high personal ambitions, as seen for ex-

Technology startups are expected to be a major driving force of economic growth in 
Europe. The search for new high-growth startups has been particularly topical in Finland, 
the country that is known for its high-tech products – and the fall of Nokia’s mobile 
phone business. Although a record number of startups has been established in recent 
years, the previously identified challenge is that only a small percentage of entrepreneuri-
al businesses are responsible for the lion’s share of economic benefits typically associated 
with entrepreneurial activity. Hence, we need better understanding of what level of 
growth technology entrepreneurs aim to create and why there may be differences in 
growth ambitions among them. In this study, we undertook interpretivist case study re-
search in pursuit of rich, empirically grounded understanding of entrepreneurial growth 
ambitions in the context of Finnish technology startups. We interviewed entrepreneurs at 
a Finnish startup event and supplemented this information with data available publicly 
on the Internet related to the growth ambitions of startups. Our study sought to increase 
understanding of the different aspects of entrepreneurial growth ambitions, and to ex-
plore the relationship between context and growth. Based on the findings, we suggest 
that growth ambitions should be seen as a complex, socially constructed concept. The 
growth ambitions of entrepreneurs in our study were influenced, at least in part, by their 
startups' institutional and market contexts, the scalability of their business models, their 
personal characteristics and experience, and their perceptions of the barriers and con-
straints of the field. We conclude that startups have very different growth pathways: al-
though the growth of one startup may depend on the talent of a few software developers, 
the growth of another startup may be based on its success in building international sales 
networks. As a result, to get most out of the support provided for a startup ecosystem, sup-
port activities should be tailored to different types of high-growth startups. 

Growing up is losing some illusions, 
in order to acquire others.

Virginia Woolf (1882–1941)
Author, publisher, and critic

“ ”
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ample in the education system, which has been de-
signed toward equality not excellence. Furthermore, 
the high-tech sector, dominated by Nokia, was not 
known for having an entrepreneurial mind-set. 
However, the fall of Nokia created the gap and incent-
ives for entrepreneurship, which has made a major con-
tribution toward the currently flourishing Finnish 
startup ecosystem. As an example, Nokia’s Bridge fund-
ing program provided startup funding and support for 
past Nokia employees to encourage them to establish 
hundreds of startup companies (Bosworth, 2014). In ad-
dition, Finland is widely recognized as a leader in high-
growth entrepreneurship policy (Autio & Rannikko, 
2016; Mason & Brown, 2013) where many kinds of pub-
lic funding and support services are offered for startups 
with the hope of benefits for the local, regional, and na-
tional economies. 

Although there is extensive research related to entre-
preneurial growth, we have identified some existing 
gaps between research and practice. First, much of the 
literature on entrepreneurial growth emphasizes the 
characteristics of the individual. Although some recent 
empirical studies highlight the importance of the con-
text, for example Sipola (2015) found that entrepreneur-
ial growth ambitions differ between countries, most of 
the studies are not fully taking into account how com-
plex institutional forces and market environments may 
influence growth. In order to fully capture the import-
ance of context for growth, we need to have very rich 
and diverse empirical coverage of this topic. Second, 
our literature review points out that the concept of 
growth is still largely translated into employment. 
However, in practice, we see the emergence of new 
kinds of startups that grow multibillion-dollar revenues 
with very few employees. The Finnish game company 
SuperCell (supercell.com) is a great example: established 
in 2010, five years later it achieved an annual revenue of 
$2.3 billion with only 176 employees (Takahashi, 2016). 
It is clear that we need to rethink the concept of growth 
for today’s technology startups.

The objective of this article is to provide rich, empiric-
ally grounded analysis of entrepreneurial growth ambi-
tions in the context of Finnish technology startups. Our 
study aims to increase understanding of the different 
aspects of entrepreneurial growth ambitions and to ex-
plore the relationship between context and growth. In 
short, our research question is the following: what kind 
of growth do technology entrepreneurs aim to create 
and why there are differences in growth ambition 
levels? We believe that, with better understanding of 

the growth ambitions of technology entrepreneurs, we 
may better help them achieve such growth, which is es-
pecially important now that digitalization and globaliz-
ation have set the potential for unprecedented growth 
in technology-based startups. 

Related Research

In this article, we do not aim to provide a comprehens-
ive review of extant literature of entrepreneurship, 
which is largely founded on the 1934 definition by 
Schumpeter of an entrepreneur as an individual whose 
function is to carry out new combinations of means of 
production. Entrepreneurship has been explored by 
multiple terms – for example, there is prominent re-
search on technology startups and technology-based in-
novations in various research streams. Given that we 
want to explore the growth ambitions of entrepreneurs, 
we need to understand the phenomenon and the role 
of growth in entrepreneurship. In addition, we see 
growth ambitions going beyond the often-mentioned 
motivation of entrepreneurship as “the creation of 
wealth and commercialization of an idea” (Carbonell et 
al., 2009). The primary focus of the academic literature 
on entrepreneurship has been on the individual (Autio 
et al., 2014). However, going beyond the individual has 
been increasingly highlighted. For example, technology 
entrepreneurship is seen to eliminate the focus on indi-
vidual entrepreneurs (Bailetti, 2012a) with increased 
emphasis on stakeholders and multiple actors (Autio et 
al., 2014), as well as with venture capitalists and cus-
tomers being part of the ecosystem (Sipola, 2015). Simil-
arly, within the stream of technology startups, there is 
much interest on how individual-level factors correlate 
with entrepreneurship and commercialization beha-
viours. For example, Nelson (2014) points out that the 
role of context in shaping entrepreneurial behaviour is 
less clear and suggests that the relationship between 
context and entrepreneurship should be studied in 
greater detail. 

Entrepreneurship, innovation, and growth
As can be seen in Table 1, there are multiple ap-
proaches to entrepreneurship that all highlight differ-
ent elements. We categorized these approaches based 
on their focus as it is explained in the definitions. Sub-
sequently, we identified two main categories, which we 
acknowledge are inherently related.

First, we recognize that entrepreneurship is seen to be 
linked to technology and innovation with concepts 
such as technology entrepreneurship (Bailetti, 2012a). 

http://supercell.com/en/
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Successful technology-based ventures are seen to heav-
ily depend on the outcomes of actions by entrepren-
eurs and their ability to not only combine resources but 
also tolerate a higher degree of uncertainty (Giones et 
al., 2013). Much of the research has been concentrating 
on what type of resource configurations or combina-
tions would explain the success or failure of the techno-
logy innovations of so many promising ventures 
(Giones & Miralles, 2015). Much of this research is dom-
inated by studies of innovation in established compan-
ies; for example, Freeman and Engel (2007) explain that 
the corporate model of innovation differs significantly 
from the entrepreneurial model of innovation, which 
has been proven as “a robust vehicle for breakthrough 
innovations” and therefore deserves better attention. 

Second, multiple concepts related to entrepreneurship 
emphasize growth. Concepts such as the high-growth 
entrepreneur and the ambitious entrepreneur are 
based on the understanding that an entrepreneurial 
venture has the principal goal of creating jobs or value. 
The born-global research stream (Bailetti, 2012b; 
Knight & Cavusgil, 1996; Tanev, 2012) provides more co-

herent concept defining a born-global firm as a highly 
international small and medium-sized enterprise that 
undertakes international business at or near its found-
ing (Knight, 2015).

Growth ambitions
The impact of goals and ambitions on entrepreneurial 
innovation activities has also been studied in innova-
tion research and other related streams, but the re-
search is scattered. One of the challenges related to this 
research is that the issue is discussed with many 
names. For example, growth ambitions (Gundry & 
Welsch, 2001), growth willingness (Davidsson, 1989), in-
tended growth and growth intentions (Cassar, 2006), 
growth preferences (Cassar, 2007), attitude toward 
growth (Cliff, 1998; Wiklund, Davidsson, & Delmar, 
2003), and growth aspirations (Kolvereid, 1992; Tominc 
& Rebernik, 2007) are all terms that are used in studies 
that generally aim to understand why and how entre-
preneurs seek (or do not seek) high growth. Although 
these concepts have varying meanings for growth, 
many of those regard growth as increase in employ-
ment.

Table 1. Emphasis on entrepreneurship concepts in the literature
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A growing body of knowledge emphasizes that some en-
trepreneurs have higher ambitions than others, and 
that these entrepreneurial ambitions are an important 
antecedent of actual firm outcomes (Hermans et al., 
2015). Again, as in the entrepreneurship literature in 
general, one of the explaining factors for growth ambi-
tions of entrepreneurs is related to the types of people 
that become startup entrepreneurs in the first place. 
Lee and Venkataraman (2006) theorize about this pro-
cess and claim that each individual has a combination 
of economic, social, and psychological benefits, collect-
ively called the aspiration vector, that defines the set of 
entrepreneurial opportunities open to that individual. 
In a combination of available non-entrepreneurial op-
tions, the aspiration vector explains why individuals 
with certain type of human, intellectual, and social cap-
ital become entrepreneurs. Verheul and van Mil 
(2011)support this theoretical frame and link it to 
growth ambitions. In their study, they found out that 
Dutch early-stage entrepreneurs who are exploiting a 
perceived business opportunity (“opportunity entre-
preneurs”), as opposed to those who became entre-
preneurs due to lack of alternative employment options 
(“necessity entrepreneurs”), are more likely to have 
high growth ambitions. The context of entrepreneur-
ship has also been addressed by Sipola and colleagues 
(2016), who compared high-growth-ambition startups 
in three different countries and found clear differences 
in internationalization activities, which were related to 
attributes such as ambition levels, a sense of urgency, 
and the accountability of the entrepreneur. These at-
tributes were strongly linked to the cultural-cognitive 
and regulative level of the society.

A recent attempt to bring structure to addressing 
growth ambitions is the framework of ambitious entre-
preneurship, with its three major concepts: i) growth as-
piration (what the entrepreneur ideally wants to 
achieve), ii) growth intention (what the entrepreneur in-
tends to achieve, combined with the effort they intend 
to make), and iii) growth expectation (what the entre-
preneur wants to achieve, combined with the opportun-
ities and constraints they perceive) (Hermans et al., 
2015). It should be noted that all sample questions used 
to obtain answers for each of these concepts included 
the number of jobs as a measure of growth. For ex-
ample, growth intention is typically addressed with the 
following question: within 5 years, how many employ-
ees do you intend to employ in this firm? Consequently, 
methods for measuring growth ambition need to be up-
dated if we want to capture all aspects of the growth of 
modern technology startups.

Methodology

This study utilizes case studies as a research strategy 
because the aim is to analyze the contemporary phe-
nomenon of entrepreneurial growth ambitions within 
a real-life context (Chetty, 1996; Ghauri, 2004). We de-
cided to conduct a multiple comparative case study 
(Mills et al., 2006) in order to better understand the 
contrasts, similarities, and patterns in entrepreneurial 
innovation, especially from the viewpoint of growth 
ambitions. The context of the research is growth-seek-
ing technology startups established in Finland. The se-
lected approach to case study research could also be 
described as interpretivist because the goal is to accu-
mulate understanding on the topic rather than to make 
measurements or predictions (Andrade, 2009; 
Walsham, 1995).

For data collection, the researchers went to the major 
technology startup event in Finland, where growth-
seeking Finnish startups are expected be present to in-
vestors, although it is also one of the biggest startup 
events in whole Europe. The event was called Slush 
(slush.org) and it was held in Helsinki from November 
12–13, 2015. The primary data was collected with short 
(10–20 minute) semi-structured interviews conducted 
by three researchers during the two-day event. In the 
interview, the ambition level was approached with the 
question “where will your company be in 5 years”. 

In total, 27 interviews were conducted from which 21 
Finnish companies were selected for further data col-
lection and analysis. Relevant contextual information 
about the selected companies is presented in Table 2, 
showing that most of the companies were younger 
than 3 years and are mostly in the product-market fit 
and in scaling phases (see the categorization by Wallin 
et al., 2015) with turn-overs ranging between zero and 
4M . With few exceptions, most interviewed entrepren-
eurs were men over 30 years-old with relatively long 
prior careers in technology, innovation, or entrepren-
eurship. 

The second round of data collection was conducted by 
accessing publicly available documents and social me-
dia data to study what the startups had written about 
their growth ambitions. The aim of the document ana-
lysis was to obtain more detailed data and to triangu-
late interview data. Finally, the combined interview 
and document data were analyzed by researchers us-
ing content-coding and theme-based categorization. 

http://slush.org
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Findings and Discussion

Our analysis of the data shows that, although all stud-
ied companies were present at the same startup in-
vestor event, there are clear differences between 
entrepreneurs’ ambition levels regarding growth. Intuit-
ively, all companies should be aiming for high growth if 
they are about to attract private investments. However, 
surprisingly few companies use language that implies 
extremely high growth ambitions, and on the other 
hand, quite a few companies expressed only low or 
moderate growth expectations (see Table 3 for ex-
amples).

How do Finnish startup entrepreneurs express their 
growth ambitions?
Table 3 also indicates substantial variation among star-
tup entrepreneurs in their interpretations of growth for 
their ventures. Expanding international scale (7 com-
panies), referring to geographical coverage of sales, was 
interpreted by seven startups to be a key indicator for 
the growth of their company. Increase in market share 
(6) and turnover (6) were both indicated to be main 
growth targets for several startups. Growth measured 
by number of users (4) or customers (1) represented 
successful growth for five interviewed startups. In addi-
tion to these, increase in sales revenue (2) and in-
creased brand recognition (2) were identified as key 
growth targets. Contradictory to previous research, the 
number of employees was considered to be a key meas-
ure for growth for only two startups. Instead, many star-
tups emphasize that they want to keep their 
organization small and lean in terms of employees. Fi-
nally, one company (the only startup that focused 
purely on games) regarded the number of downloads as 
the key measure of growth. 

Why do ambition levels differ?
Mostly from the document analysis, we identified nu-
merous potential reasons for the variance in growth am-
bition levels, from which we will highlight four main 
categories: 

1. Institutional and market environment

2. Scalability of business model

3. Founder background and personal characteristics

4. Perception of expectations 

Table 2. Contextual information about the 21 Finnish 
startups in this study
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First, the institutional and market contexts that are 
identified as important in recognition of entrepreneuri-
al opportunity (e.g., Wood & McKinley 2010) are also 
important factors in entrepreneurial growth ambitions. 
The target markets differ among the studied startups, 
for example, in terms of size, geographical focus, phase, 
and network effects. Moreover, some markets are 
highly institutionalized, which constrains the growth of 
new ventures (e.g., due to laws and regulations). On the 
one extreme, there are markets of online networking 
platforms, mobile applications, and games, which have 
strong network effects. For example, in the mobile 
game markets, the potential growth can be exponential 
and extremely rapid: through established channels star-
tups can reach millions of customers on the very same 
day that a product is launched. Moreover, there are 

widely known entrepreneurial success stories from Fin-
land in game markets (e.g., Rovio and Supercell), which 
increases the legitimacy of the game industry and 
clearly shows the potential for exponential growth and 
businesses worth of billions of euros. An entrepreneur’s 
perception of the market potential and barriers are 
therefore partly defined by success stories from the spe-
cific market, but also by the success of other players in 
a comparative market (e.g., aiming to become the Uber 
of market X).

Second, some companies made business model design 
choices (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010; Teece, 2010) that 
notably influenced the scalability of their business. For 
example, the business was either highly labour intens-
ive (e.g., consulting) or the distribution, sales, or mar-

Table 3. Growth ambition levels of the 21 companies in this study
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keting were very labour intensive (e.g., selling to local 
governments). As a result, entrepreneurs described 
their business as regionally focused and targeted for 
city-by-city or country-by-country growth (e.g., “next 
we will focus on establishing footholds in Sweden and 
China”). In these cases, entrepreneurs had often real-
ized the limitations of their business model. Accord-
ingly, their growth expectations were mostly moderate 
and, although they aimed to be international players, 
the ideal scale of the business was somewhat limited. 
Given that the impression given by these startups was 
that they were satisfied with creating profitable busi-
nesses in smaller geographical areas, the question re-
mains whether the lack of growth ambition drives a 
certain type of entrepreneurs to build their business on 
non-scalable business model?

Third, our data confirm previous research (e.g., 
Mitchell et al., 2008) showing that growth ambitions 
strongly depend on the entrepreneurs’ personal charac-
teristics and previous experiences. Our data provides 
three initial insights in this area. For one thing, those 
entrepreneurs who have previous international experi-
ence or a strong entrepreneurial mind-set seem to be 
inclined to seek faster international growth. For anoth-
er, those startup founders that are “forced” to become 
entrepreneurs due to (threat of) unemployment, also re-
ferred as necessity entrepreneurship (Block & 
Koellinger, 2009) seem to have more modest growth ex-
pectations as compared to “opportunity entrepren-
eurs” that have started businesses not because of fear 
of unemployment, but because of a tempting business 
opportunity that they have identified. Lastly, startup 
founders’ understanding of the institutional constraints 
in the targeted organizational field may explain their 
growth ambitions, especially in the early stages of entre-
preneurship. Initially, it seems that those early-stage en-
trepreneurs who do not deeply understand institutional 
arrangements in the field may have more positive 
growth expectations than those who are more familiar 
with the specific barriers and constraints related to cre-
ating business in that particular field.

Resulting from varying personal characteristics and ex-
periences, our data shows goal incongruence (Van-
couver & Schmitt, 2006) between founders, implying 
that, in a new venture, some of the co-founders may 
have significantly different growth expectations than 
other co-founders, which may also differ from the star-
tups’ “official” goals. Our study hints that differing opin-
ions between entrepreneurial founders within a single 
company seem to be largely based on the personal char-
acteristics, risk-aversive behaviour, and perception of 

barriers to growth. For example, in one of our cases, 
one founder said “[in five years] our goal is to have 
product in the market, but this is my personal perspect-
ive, and our CEO has a more optimistic view”. 

Finally, growth ambitions seem to be refined by the en-
trepreneurs’ perception of the expectations and actions 
of external stakeholders who either directly or indirectly 
provide support in commercialization and scale-up of 
the business. In some cases, a prerequisite for external 
funding was to steer business to new high-growth mar-
kets, thereby external stakeholders were aiming to in-
crease the growth ambition level. However, if the 
external steering was done forcefully, our impression 
was that it did not have significant impact on the real 
growth ambitions of the entrepreneurs. In some other 
cases, external stakeholders did not directly force the 
entrepreneur, but the entrepreneurs nonetheless ex-
perienced normative pressure that impacted their ex-
pression of growth ambition. For example, from the 
funding perspective, entrepreneurs even joked that 
you need to have at least three slide decks with differ-
ent growth projections: (pessimistic/realistic) steady 
growth projections for banks, middle-of-the-road es-
timations for the public funding authorities, and overly 
positive for business angels and venture capital organ-
izations. 

Our data implies that the observed behaviour is related 
to variance in institutional logic and expectations of 
different types of investors. One the one hand, regulat-
ive and normative institutional forces limit risk taking 
of traditional banks in favour of steady growth instead 
of gambling for big returns. On the other hand, private 
investors’ portfolio investment strategies are based on 
high risk and high returns, and therefore they are not 
usually interested in investment opportunities with 
low or moderate long-term growth estimates (Feeney 
et al., 1999). Our findings suggest that entrepreneurs 
who participate in the activities of a startup ecosystem 
learn about these institutionalized rules and templates 
that constrain investment decision making, which 
leads them to emphasize different aspects of their 
growth estimates when meeting different investors and 
funding organizations. Thereby, public funding and 
private external funding can have substantial impact 
on the growth strategy of startups. 

Startup incubators and accelerator programs are anoth-
er potential source that may increase an entrepren-
eur’s growth ambitions. First, they usually need to 
show some level of growth orientation to be accepted 
into these programs. Second, discussions and potential 
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co-residence with other growth-oriented startup entre-
preneurs, and guidance and inspirational talks from 
successful entrepreneurs may be an inspiration for 
higher-growth ambitions. Our interviews and docu-
ment analysis also provide hints that press and media 
attention may increase the expressed growth ambitions 
of startups. In general, extreme cases receive the most 
media attention, and thereby it may be good strategy 
for an entrepreneur to emphasize ambitious goals 
when looking for optimal media visibility. 

Theoretical implications 
The numerous studies on entrepreneurial growth ambi-
tion form an extensive body of knowledge. This stream 
of research has been mainly focusing on the objective 
measurement of the level of growth ambition, where 
the measure has usually been the number of people em-
ployed by the company (e.g., Hermans et al., 2015). Our 
research departs from the mainstream on two points. 
First, we view the phenomenon from the constructivist 
perspective (see e.g., Bouchikhi, 1993) and claim that 
growth ambition should not be seen as single number; 
rather, it is a more complex socially constructed phe-
nomenon that emerges from complex interactions 
between entrepreneurs, their previous experiences and 
expectations, and other actors and institutional con-
texts (formal rules, norms, and cultural-cognitive be-
liefs). Entrepreneurs continually construct their 
entrepreneurial goals and visions through interactions 
within their social groups, and when they are exposed 
to new people, their ambitions may change. They also 
continuously learn about appropriate and acceptable 
ways of expressing growth ambitions in different con-
texts, regardless of their true intentions. Thereby, an en-
trepreneur may present to potential investors that they 
want to build a hyperscalable business that will become 
“the next Google”, but at the same time they may be 
secretly applying for a more secure job at a large corpor-
ation. The level of growth ambition also depends on the 
perspective of observers as two different people evaluat-
ing growth may have different normative views and cul-
tural-cognitive scripts that guide their evaluation. All 
this leads to the conclusion that there can be several co-
existing views on the level of growth ambition, and one 
view does not need to be judged as true or false. 

Second, our study highlights that the concept of growth 
is interpreted differently among entrepreneurs. For 
many Finnish startup entrepreneurs, growth is still 
about expanding the business to international markets, 
which can be considered as a quite conservative view 
on growth in a small nation that has always relied heav-
ily on foreign trade. Even though all startups are focus-

ing on digital product and services, in a business-to-
business or business-to-government context, there is in 
many cases a lot of work that requires physical pres-
ence and therefore the perspective is: “how do we ex-
pand to the next geographical area”. For entrepreneurs 
whose business relies on global digital delivery chan-
nels, the growth ambition can be very different. For 
them, country-by-country growth is not necessarily rel-
evant, although country-specific customization might 
still be an issue (e.g., due to different languages). 
However, they are more focused on how many users or 
customers they have, and how they can grow the 
user/customer base while keeping their operational effi-
ciency at a high level. In contrast to previous research, 
our findings clearly indicate that growth in terms of 
number of employees is not necessarily the main target 
for technology startups. Instead, many of the startups 
we studied aim to build their businesses such that the 
scalability of their businesses are not strongly linked to 
the number of employees, and the possibility of becom-
ing a large hierarchical organization is seen as a threat 
to long-term success. 

Practical and policy implications 
This work supports the national and local policy 
makers responsible for new venture funding and de-
cision makers of startup ecosystems (e.g., managers of 
accelerator programs) who design and offer supportive 
actions for startup entrepreneurs. Our study helps 
these actors to better understand the differences 
between startups that operate in different institutional 
contexts, that perceive different pressure and con-
straints, and that have different levels of ambition and 
goals for their business. Based on our study, it is neither 
realistic nor beneficial to expect the same level of 
growth ambition from startups that aim for different 
types of markets by executing business models that are 
very different from the scalability perspective. 
Moreover, the entrepreneurs’ previous and current so-
cial contexts can be seen as social constructs that 
define informal rules on how growth ambitions are ex-
pected to be expressed. Thereby, understanding the di-
versity of startups helps to tailor specific support to the 
different types of startups or helps to recognize which 
startups would benefit most from the provided support. 

The study also has practical implications for entrepren-
eurs. First, individuals considering jumping onto the 
path of entrepreneurial innovation can gain a better un-
derstanding of the varying perspectives and expecta-
tions within a startup ecosystem regarding growth. 
Second, startup entrepreneurs who already are on the 
entrepreneurial innovation path can learn from the ex-
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pressed growth ambitions of other entrepreneurs and 
benchmark their growth ambitions relative to other en-
trepreneurs.

Limitations 
One of the main challenges in conducting research that 
aims to reveal the delicate issue of ambition level, 
which might for example impact greatly on a startup’s 
funding, is how to ensure that the data will be reliable. 
We acknowledge that entrepreneurs learn how they are 
expected to express their growth ambitions in different 
social contexts and in some cases it may be difficult for 
a researcher to create sufficient trust within a short 
timeframe to overcome this learned behaviour. Even 
though a startup investment event is assumed to be a 
context where entrepreneurs are expected to overem-
phasize their growth ambitions, only very few startups 
showed very high growth ambitions. This finding may 
indicate that a researcher is seen as a more impartial 
actor even though the setting for the interview is an in-
vestor event. Regardless of the truthfulness of their an-
swers, due to the socio-constructivist stance, our aim is 
not to find a single objective truth about the level of 
growth ambition, but to create better understanding 
about the phenomenon by exploring different views 
and explanations that are embedded in the different so-
cial contexts experienced by entrepreneurs. 

Conclusion

During the last few decades, there has been significant 
interest in entrepreneurship research that examines 
how individual-level factors correlate with entrepren-
eurship and commercialization behaviours (e.g., Nel-
son, 2014). This article focuses on entrepreneurial 
growth ambitions and takes a socio-constructivist view 
on answering the question: what kind of growth do 
technology entrepreneurs aim for and why there are 
differences in growth ambition levels? Our data from 
the context of the Finnish startup ecosystem provide 
empirical findings that the concept of growth differs 
between startups. For some companies, growth is geo-
graphical expansion, for others it is more about num-

ber of users or customers, regardless of their origin. For 
most of the startup companies we studied, growth in 
terms of the number of employees is not the goal, 
which may be somewhat contradictory to the goals of 
the policy makers that aim to increase employment in 
general. 

We contribute to the theoretical discussion by suggest-
ing that growth ambitions should be seen as a more 
complex socially constructed concept than just an eas-
ily observable value defining the level of ambition. In 
our cases, growth ambitions were influenced at least by 
the perception of market potential and the social con-
text they are embedded in, the scalability of the busi-
ness model, personal characteristics and background of 
entrepreneurs, and their perceptions of the barriers 
and constraints of the field. We claim that different 
types of startup companies have different needs and 
therefore the support provided to those startups should 
be different. It is also worth considering whether all 
kinds of startups need equal support. 
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Managing Innovation Ecosystems to
Create and Capture Value in ICT Industries

Jarkko Pellikka and Timo Ali-Vehmas

Introduction

Capability to create new innovations is important for 
both large and small companies to enhance growth. In 
order to achieve this, an organization must have: i) in-
depth understanding of innovation dynamics, ii) a well-
crafted innovation strategy, and iii) well-designed pro-
cesses for innovation, with iv) the innovation ecosys-
tem and external collaborators that will enable it to 
bring in complementary assets to the innovation pro-
cess (see e.g., Adner, 2006; Teece, 2007; Pellikka, 2014). 
In order to co-evolve capabilities, to incorporate a new 
round of innovations, and to satisfy changing customer 
needs, many companies have started to seek new busi-
ness opportunities with the other key players. This art-
icle focuses on the "innovation ecosystems" that can be 
defined as a network of interconnected organizations 
that is organized around a focal firm or a platform, and 
incorporates both production- and use-side parti-
cipants, and focuses on the development of new value 
through innovation (see Autio & Thomas, 2014). This 

definition goes beyond the current thinking by address-
ing the challenges and opportunities emerging via digit-
alization, new developments in information and 
communications technologies (ICT) and new resources 
such as big and small data. 

Working cooperatively with other players such as 
private and public organizations and consumers as a 
quadruple helix (Arnkil et al., 2010) provides companies 
new ways to take advantage of other organizations’ 
technologies, processes, and brands. Adding con-
sumers as the fourth type of actor in the helix also intro-
duces a new type of system dynamics to the existing 
ecosystem models. Research on ecosystems applied to 
human multi-actor assemblages is only emerging based 
on, for instance, the observed nature of the different 
types of ecosystems (Valkokari, 2015) or their different 
dynamics and network structures (Ali-Vehmas & Casey, 
2012). Along with new opportunities, however, the 
emerging network of dependencies between the differ-
ent parties of the innovation ecosystems also presents a 

In a new knowledge-intensive economic landscape, firms need to access external know-
ledge sources due to their inability to generate all necessary knowledge on their own. The 
interaction with and learning from external knowledge sources implies that firms depend 
upon decisions and actions made by business partners and external support organiza-
tions. This network of linkages can be considered as an ecosystem in which commercial 
enterprises and non-firm organizations interact with one another and work together to 
create and capture value. Previous studies have shown that a firm’s ability to successfully 
commercialize a new product depends not only on its own technology strategy but also 
its capabilities to manage an innovation ecosystem strategy. Dynamic markets, intense 
competition, and shorter product lifecycles force companies across different industries to 
create and capture value more rapidly by launching new innovations. Well-defined and 
executed innovation ecosystem strategies can help companies to develop new markets 
and business opportunities for the different types of innovations and enable their busi-
nesses to grow. This study provides new insight into how an ecosystem strategy can be 
formed based on the traditional strategy literature and proposes a conceptual framework 
for senior leaders to form an ecosystem strategy.

Great discoveries and improvements invariably 
involve the cooperation of many minds.

Alexander Graham Bell (1847–1922)
Scientist, inventor, and a founder of Nokia Bell Labs

“ ”
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new set of risks and uncertainties that need to be taken 
into account when managing and developing the de-
sired innovation ecosystems. Systems thinking, ecosys-
tems, and digitalization have become a core element in 
several industry sectors where firms seek new ways to 
accelerate growth (Adner, 2006). The capability of a 
group of companies to adapt to the changes in the mar-
ket and at the same time maintain a high degree of pro-
ductivity requires collaborative structures and styles 
between the organizations that would ultimately de-
termine whether the group is only a group of independ-
ent self-driven but cooperating companies or a resilient 
business ecosystem (Crespo et al., 2014). 

In today's dynamic business environment, an organiza-
tion’s capability to catalyze the emergence and guide 
the development of a business ecosystem offers increas-
ing potential as a powerful source of competitive ad-
vantage that underlines the importance of ecosystem 
strategies and their execution (e.g., Rohrbeck et al., 
2009; Williamson & De Meyer, 2012). For example, Ad-
ner (2006) highlighted that depending on others in the 
innovation ecosystem has two important strategic im-
plications: timing of market entry (i.e., getting to mar-
ket ahead of your rivals is of value only if your partners 
are ready when you arrive) and resource allocation (i.e., 
allocating resources externally to the relevant partners 
can be more effective than allocating resources intern-
ally). In addition, Williamson and De Meyer (2012) lis-
ted six ways organizations can realize the benefits of 
the ecosystem: i) pinpointing the added value, ii) struc-
turing differentiated partner roles, iii) stimulating com-
plementary partner investments, iv) reducing 
transaction costs, v) enabling flexibility and co-learn-
ing, and vi) engineering value-capture mechanisms. 
However, it is not clear how organizations should use 
these approaches in different types of ecosystems. 
Moreover, companies must understand the potential 
impact of digitalization and digital technologies on 
their strategy to create and capture value both at the or-
ganizational and ecosystem levels (Bharadwaj et al., 
2013). Therefore, organizations must be able to identify 
in greater detail the key value-creation elements, 
drivers, and constraints (Ali-Vehmas & Casey, 2015; 
Davidson et al., 2015). 

Taken together, the perspectives described above led us 
to formulate the main research question of this study:

What are the key differences between business 
strategy formulations based on a single company 
and innovation ecosystem perspective?

This article provides a conceptual setting of a new re-
search project that is designed to answer this research 
question by identifying an extended set of strategies for 
innovation ecosystems and their stakeholders, includ-
ing multiple dependencies. The aim is to complement 
the large body of research on value creation and capture 
a single-company perspective. The article is organized 
as follows. First, we present the key concepts of the 
study and the relevance of the ecosystem and collabora-
tion strategies. Then, we describe our conceptual ana-
lysis and the project's preliminary findings. Finally, we 
describe key managerial implications and avenues for 
future research.

Key Concepts 

Collaborative models depend on multiple different 
factors such as the logic of action (Valkokari, 2015). 
However, if and when ecosystems follow different logic, 
the collaboration between the ecosystems becomes a 
new, higher-level challenge of a system of systems, in-
cluding the fact that companies may be members of dif-
ferent ecosystems at the same time. Therefore, we must 
first summarize the three key concepts – namely know-
ledge, benefits, and innovation – that will form the basis 
of our conceptual analysis of innovation ecosystems.

Knowledge 
Knowledge and information have become primary 
wealth-creating assets of firms; they are essential for in-
novation management and for developing and main-
taining competitiveness. According to the systemic view 
of innovation, the search for and acquisition of techno-
logical knowledge and information should be regarded 
as a process in which a number of agents interact with 
each other and their external socio-economic environ-
ments (e.g., Lundvall, 1992). In the knowledge-based 
economy, companies are particularly dependent on the 
knowledge resources of other firms and organizations. 
The competitiveness of a firm in a dynamic business en-
vironment depends on the competitive quality of its 
knowledge-based assets and the successful application 
of these assets in operational activities in order to fulfil 
its strategic objectives (Teece et al., 1997). Efforts to ac-
quire (and apply) knowledge can be implemented via 
contributions by universities, research institutes, gov-
ernment agencies, suppliers, clients, and other compan-
ies. The success of a company in turbulent markets 
depends on its ability to further develop, implement, 
and maintain – as well as exploit – the combination of 
the internal and external sources of knowledge and data 
(e.g., Pellikka, 2014). 
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Benefits
The potential business benefits for a private company 
engaging in inter-organizational collaboration can be 
summarized as follows: 

1. Increased profitability. Collaboration can enable a 
firm to obtain necessary skills or resources more 
quickly than developing them in-house (Harper & 
Georghiou, 2005). When a dynamic technology mar-
ket is changing rapidly, firms may want to avoid 
committing themselves to fixed assets that may rap-
idly become obsolete, which is a common challenge 
for instance in the modern pulp and paper industry. 

2. Shortened time to market. Obtaining some of the re-
quired capabilities (e.g., for research and develop-
ment activities) from the business partners rather 
than building them in-house can help a firm, for ex-
ample, to reduce its financial asset commitment and 
therefore enhance its flexibility. This might be espe-
cially important in small technology firms, where fin-
ancial resources may be limited (Lawton-Smith, 
2004; von Hippel & von Krogh, 2006). 

3. Enhanced innovation capability and learning. Collab-
oration with partners can be an important source of 
learning for the firm (Lawton-Smith, 2004). By trans-
ferring and pooling their technological know-how 
and resources, firms may be able to expand their 
knowledge bases and competences (e.g., Allocca & 
Kessler, 2006). 

4. Expanded market access. Firms may also collaborate 
to facilitate the creation of a new standard (Schilling, 
2008) when there is a need for regulation or to ad-
dress a larger base of customers. Collaboration in 
the development phase can be a crucial way of en-
suring partnering in the commercialization phase of 
a technology, and such cooperation (e.g., via stand-
ardization) may play a highly important role in se-
curing compatibility and reducing market 
uncertainties.

Innovation
Innovations result from a complex, interactive, and in-
terdependent process involving multiple actors and in-
fluences within dynamic systems, rather than arising 
exclusively from the internal research and develop-
ment activities of commercial enterprises. Inter-organ-
izational collaboration can provide a strong basis for 
the generation of innovation, and provide other poten-
tial benefits, such as facilitating access to new techno-
logy and entry to new markets through licensing 

(Chiaroni et al., 2008). Carayannis and Campbell (2009) 
evaluated the key concepts that have played a role in 
the formation of the knowledge-based economy and in 
knowledge creation. They highlight that the conceptual 
settings have changed in many ways and therefore 
there is a need to understand the new ways in which 
knowledge production, utilization, and renewal take 
place in the knowledge economy. They define a 21st 
Century innovation ecosystem as "a multi-level, multi-
modal, multi-nodal and multi-agent system of sys-
tems" and state that "the constituent systems consist of 
innovation meta-networks (networks of innovation net-
works and knowledge clusters) and knowledge meta-
clusters (clusters of innovation networks and know-
ledge clusters) as building blocks" (Carayannis & Camp-
bell, 2009). Continuous forming, re-forming, and 
dissolving are characteristic of the innovation ecosys-
tems due to the fractal interplay of the diverse institu-
tional, political, technological, and socio-economic 
domains including government, universities, industry, 
non-governmental organizations, as well as the con-
sumers who are applying the new digital information 
and communication technologies.

Conceptual Analysis

In order to analyze the linkage between traditional 
business strategy and the innovation ecosystem per-
spective specifically, we started our analysis by sum-
marizing the traditional strategy-related literature (see 
Table 1). Traditionally a corporate strategy can be 
defined as "a pattern of decisions that determines and 
reveals its objectives, purposes, or goals, produces the 
principal policies and plans for achieving those goals, 
and defines the range of business the company is to 
pursue, the kind of economic and human organization 
it is or intends to be, and the nature of the economic 
and noneconomic contribution it intends to make to its 
shareholders, employees, customers and communit-
ies" (Andrews, 1980). A successful business strategy re-
quires a fit between all the elements discussed in the 
literature. The same is valid for innovation ecosystems 
but in a different way. As a practical contribution for 
senior leaders, Table 1 also lists key questions that com-
plement the traditional strategy literature by highlight-
ing the role of ecosystems, inter-organizational 
collaboration, and open innovation approaches that 
have been especially enabled by technological develop-
ments and digitalization. Analyses of the collaborative 
networks based on systems thinking and system dy-
namics can provide additional projections to the stra-
tegic problems related to ecosystems and also to 
system-level collaboration between the ecosystems.
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Table 1. Questions arising when an innovation-ecosystem strategy perspective is applied to the traditional business-
strategy literature 
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Conclusions and Managerial Implications

A traditional view of a strategy stresses the external di-
mension from the point of competition instead of inter-
organizational collaboration to seek growth and com-
mercialize innovations. In contrast, the ecosystem view 
has been relatively neglected in the traditional strategy 
literature. We suggest that an individual company’s 
business performance and capabilities to capture the 
value of innovation are increasingly dependent on its 
capabilities to manage assets and resources outside its 
direct control and therefore innovation-ecosystem 
strategy perspectives such as co-creation, networking, 
and interaction with innovation-ecosystem partners 
plays a crucial role (see also Iansiti & Levien, 2004; Wu, 
2012). We also recommend that increasing collabora-
tion in an ecosystem can provide the early signals of sig-
nificant technological and industrial reconfiguration or 
a "technology shock" (i.e., technological and business 
model changes that affect production outcomes 
through either different types of new innovations or 
major improvements of the existing ones) (see also 
Iansiti & Levien, 2004; Schilling, 2015). Thus, executives 
should systematically identify the organizations with 
which the future is most closely intertwined and de-
termine the network of dependencies that will contrib-
ute to business growth and renewal.

Our study also highlights the importance of a common 
vision among the innovation ecosystem participants, 
which leads to alignments with goal settings and a 
preferable industry and business environment for the 
overall innovation. In addition, the decisions related to 
resource allocations and using shared capabilities via 
collaboration are also crucial to meet the actual expect-
ations of all the ecosystem participants. For the leading 
company in an innovation ecosystem to tap into the in-
novative capabilities of an ecosystem of external firms, 
it needs to: i) develop a vision for the innovation ecosys-
tem and promote it among potentially key players, ii) 
build a sufficiently open or modular architecture to fa-
cilitate ecosystem-wide innovation, iii) carefully man-
age innovation ecosystem relationships that are 
mutually beneficial for participants, and iv) continue 
evolving the ecosystem to remain competitive as chal-
lengers emerge (see also Autio & Thomas, 2014; Gawer 
& Cusumano, 2014; Iansiti & Levien, 2004). However, it 
is important to note that the different roles of different 
types of organizations in the innovation ecosystem – 
where ambitions of knowledge ecosystems and busi-
ness ecosystems may conflict – are crucial ecosystem-
specific concerns. Strong reactive competition inside 
an ecosystem represents positive feedback and makes 

the ecosystem oscillate whereas internal consensus-
seeking coordination is a negative feedback process 
(i.e., a stabilizing element). The ecosystem leader may, 
however, want to increase competition among other 
parties in order to maintain its leading position and fur-
ther enhance structures to be mutually beneficial for 
the ecosystem participants (see also Perrons, 2009). 
Strong control mechanisms are not needed in fully vol-
untary collaborative ecosystems where all the parti-
cipants share the common evolutional views related to 
all the factors of Table 1, but in disruptive innovation 
ecosystems, the alignment may not be achieved auto-
matically. 

As for further avenues for ecosystem research, there is 
an obvious need to understand the role of the collabora-
tion networks in more detail where the structure, char-
acteristics, and dynamic changes in the collaboration 
may happen without any conscious action of any innov-
ation ecosystem participant. The role of the weakest 
link as a hindering point for growth may be more im-
portant than the strength of the leading company. Fur-
thermore, digitalization has shortened the delays in 
information and knowledge networks and the same is 
now taking place in business delivery networks. The sta-
bility – or deliberate instability – of the ecosystems may 
also cause concerns. Although single-company 
strategies can assume the internal networks in a com-
pany to be well understood based on the organizational 
hierarchies, the situation in innovation networks is fun-
damentally different. In addition, when externally ob-
served, ecosystems need positive network effects, 
which will increase the dynamic output of the ecosys-
tem. External competition can make the ecosystem in-
ternally more coherent and it can motivate large 
investments and therefore more capabilities for the eco-
system to compete and improve. In addition, since the 
1990s, the emergence of open innovation approaches 
due to, for example, digitalization, market dynamics, 
and dispersed value chains has also challenged the tra-
ditional view of business strategy. 

Across many firms spanning different industries and 
sectors, digital technologies (viewed as combinations of 
information, computing, communication, and con-
nectivity technologies) are fundamentally transforming 
business strategies, business processes, firm capabilit-
ies, products and services, and the ways in which com-
panies are forming and implementing their ecosystem 
strategies (see e.g., Easley & Kleinberg, 2010). There-
fore, the impact of digitalization on business strategy 
and further developments is essential to take into ac-
count in forthcoming studies (both qualitative and 
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quantitative). In addition, the observations of this study 
can be used to selected use cases, for instance in the 
area of digitalized healthcare. The analysis uses the di-
gitalized data as the value-creating asset rather than tra-
ditional assets of a physical nature such as equipment 
and labour. The data consists of any data, information, 
knowledge, and even wisdom collected, developed, and 
utilized in the use cases by the ecosystem participants. 
The simple network model based on the data is used to 
understand the dependencies between the ecosystem 
stakeholders and to identify the borders of the ecosys-
tems. If there is an actor who traditionally has been part 
of the value chain but actually neither contributes nor 
utilizes any digital data, the actor may not be relevant 
in the digitized projection of the ecosystem. 
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Introduction 

When problems arise in a project, particularly in an
industrial R&D project, they can quickly become quite 
complex due to the number of participating actors, 
changing situations and demands, insufficient know-
how, and a requirement for prompt knowledge shar-
ing in the face of global competition. Solving complex 
problems often demands new solutions through in-
novation. The expert knowledge of individuals is an es-
sential component of organizational innovation 
(Amabile, 1998); yet, expert knowledge can be dis-
persed within an organization, and sometimes lies 
beyond the organization's boundaries. In complex 
cases, the needed knowledge can be a combination of 
tacit, personalized expert knowledge that is spread 
across multiple stakeholders. Tacit knowledge, which 
is personal, context-specific, and hard to formalize, 
cannot be transferred but must be shared in social in-
teraction (Nonaka, 1995). Therefore, to yield net-
worked innovations that are goal oriented, brought 

about in a process open to selected participants in co-
creation from tacit knowledge, knowledge manage-
ment processes must be in place to support knowledge 
sharing (Valkokari et al., 2012). Such knowledge man-
agement processes encompass, for example, know-
ledge integration (Lee & Yang, 2000). In practice, 
knowledge integration (Grant, 1996) is an ability to put 
knowledge into action; therefore, active doing is an im-
perative part of the process (Tiwari, 2015). In the literat-
ure, knowledge integration is approached by either 
relying on structural mechanisms or enabling cross-
learning that emphasizes frequent communication and 
extensive mechanisms based on knowledge sharing 
(Enberg, 2012). Our view is based on the latter, because 
knowledge integration through cross-learning aims at 
integrating knowledge that resides in individuals (En-
berg, 2012) by bringing people together to share know-
ledge in co-creation. In other words, the cross-learning 
type of knowledge integration as a knowledge manage-
ment process constitutes a platform for learning and 
knowledge sharing.

Networked innovation in co-creation networks is not possible without collaborative prac-
tices. Especially in complex projects, contextual knowledge is often spread among differ-
ent stakeholders. To harness this dispersed knowledge for networked innovation, 
working knowledge management and collaborative practices are needed. This article ad-
dresses this need for better understanding and approaches to facilitate knowledge integ-
ration for networked innovation. We consider knowledge integration as the ability to put 
knowledge into action, and networked innovation as the co-created goal-driven output of 
selected partners. Our study focuses on describing and reporting a cross-learning type of 
expert knowledge-integration process with boundary objects, concrete or abstract 
“bridges” for overcoming possible knowledge boundaries, in a co-creation network. This 
article adds knowledge on networked innovation through knowledge integration with 
boundary objects. The reported process will help managers to systematically approach 
problems requiring expert knowledge that does not exist within their own organization 
and to better integrate knowledge required for innovation within their project networks.

All knowledge is connected to all other 
knowledge. The fun is in making the 
connections.

Arthur Aufderheide (1922–2013)
Paleopathologist

“ ”
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We found innovation process studies showing that a di-
verse set of stakeholders are scarcely collaborating sim-
ultaneously (Kazadi et al., 2015). Yet, according to West 
and Bogers (2014), co-creation has been studied in an 
open innovation context to some extent. However, 
Valkokari and colleagues (2012) state that knowledge 
co-creation between firms and the knowledge owner’s 
motivation to share knowledge are more narrowly stud-
ied subjects. In their model of networked innovation, 
which includes transaction networks and co-creation 
networks, they point out that knowledge management 
and collaboration practices should be different in those 
two network types. Particularly in co-creation net-
works, the collaboration is more exploratory and is 
aimed at creating new knowledge. However, they stress 
that the concept of networked innovation is not yet 
complete, having identified a research gap in terms of 
how networked innovation relates to the knowledge 
management and collaborative practices.

There is literature regarding knowledge integration 
(e.g., Baxter et al., 2013; Enberg, 2006, 2012; Mitchell, 
2006; Tsai et al., 2015) and its three stages: knowledge 
identification, knowledge acquisition, and knowledge 
utilization. Tiwari's (2015) study revealed that know-
ledge coordination is also an important intermediate 
process of knowledge integration, especially in a multi-
stakeholder environment, which presupposes collabor-
ation. Furthermore, in an inter-organizational setting, 
besides common knowledge and understanding 
(Grant, 1986), knowledge integration requires overcom-
ing organizational boundaries (Carlile, 2004). This 
boundary spanning can be done with the help of con-
crete (Star & Griesemer, 1989; Star, 2010) boundary ob-
jects, such as maps, repositories, and standardized 
forms, and metaphorical (Koskinen, 2005) boundary ob-
jects, such as figures of speech. Tiwari’s (2015) model of 
knowledge integration, including the three stages of 
knowledge integration together with coordination and 
collaboration as intermediate processes, was empiric-
ally studied in one transaction type of network. There-
fore, the model’s applicability to co-creation networks 
should also be studied, including the role of boundary 
objects as potential boundary-spanning elements. 

Our study examines the knowledge management pro-
cess of networked innovation in a co-creation network 
in an R&D-project context. The focus is on the cross-
learning type of knowledge integration process and the 
role of boundary objects in spanning the boundaries 
between organizations. This article describes the know-

ledge integration process, its outcomes, and feedback 
from the case process. Tiwari's (2015) knowledge integ-
ration process model is used as a theoretical basis for 
the case of networked innovation efforts. The process 
aims to enhance communication, knowledge sharing of 
versatile expertise, and collaboration demanding en-
deavours by identifying and utilizing various boundary 
spanning objects and activities. Therefore, the article 
also presents the various boundary objects applied in 
the knowledge integration process, and discusses their 
usability from the viewpoints of different stakeholders, 
such as internal and external experts, suppliers, and 
customers. 

Our study features two research questions: 

1. Given that collaboration and knowledge management 
practices in co-creation networks yielding networked 
innovation should be different from transaction net-
works, is the Tiwari’s knowledge integration model ap-
plicable also for co-creation networks?

2. What kind of boundary objects can enhance commu-
nication and knowledge sharing in a knowledge integ-
ration process in co-creation networks yielding 
networked innovation? 

Our case of the knowledge integration process was car-
ried out in the context of a temporary R&D and innova-
tion project in an industrial organization’s network. A 
co-creative process was put into practice with multiple 
inter-organizational stakeholders and facilitated by ex-
ternal facilitators (university researchers).

The article is structured as follows. In this introduction, 
we have justified the need to further test Tiwari’s know-
ledge integration process as a knowledge management 
process for networked innovation in co-creation net-
works. Next, we discuss the literature regarding know-
ledge, knowledge integration based on communication, 
and knowledge sharing together with networked innov-
ation and boundary objects. The method and case de-
scription follow the use of single empirical case study 
(Dyer et al., 1991; Siggelkow, 2007; Weick, 2007) applied 
in a networked innovation context. Next, we describe 
the results by portraying the knowledge integration pro-
cess with boundary objects together with the stakehold-
er feedback and the networked innovation outcomes. 
Finally, we contemplate the usability of the further de-
veloped knowledge integration process and conclude 
with some practical and managerial implications.
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Knowledge, Innovation, and Knowledge
Integration

Knowledge
Polanyi (1966) identified two distinct types of know-
ledge – explicit and tacit – which interact in individuals 
(Nonaka, 1995). Explicit knowledge can be codified, 
and is thus transmittable in formal, systematic lan-
guage, whereas tacit knowledge is personal and context-
specific, and is thus hard to formalize and communic-
ate (Nonaka, 1995). Therefore, there are also different 
knowledge management strategies for organizations: i) 
codification for explicit knowledge, which links people 
to documents and ii) personalization for tacit know-
ledge, which links people to people (Hansen et al., 
1999). 

Another relevant characteristic of knowledge is its mo-
bility. Knowledge mobility is the “ease with which 
knowledge is shared, acquired, and deployed within the 
network” (Dhanaraj & Parkhe, 2006). In other words, 
knowledge moves whether being transferred (Szu-
lanski, 1996) or shared (Nonaka, 1995).

Networked innovation
Innovation is a process that encompasses the trans-
formation of valuable ideas “into new forms of added 
value for the organization, customers, employees and 
stakeholders” (Merx-Chermin & Nijhof, 2005), or inven-
tion into action within the organization (Martins & Ter-
blanche, 2003). Our view on innovation is based on its 
process-type characteristic of transformation. Organiza-
tional innovation is intertwined with the creativity of in-
dividuals in organizations (Amabile, 1997). Besides 
motivation and creative thinking skills, one of the three 
components of human creativity is expertise, which in-
cludes technical, procedural, and intellectual know-
ledge. Here, we concentrate on the form of expertise 
that manifests as expert knowledge. 

Organizational innovation requires combining different 
types expertise (Amabile, 1998), but innovation some-
times requires organizations to cross organizational 
borders to gain access to ideas (Amabile et al., 1996) 
and knowledge (Enberg, 2012). Depending on the will-
ingness and opportunities for spanning organizational 
boundaries, innovations can be either closed, open 
(Chesbrough, 2004), or networked (Valkokari et al., 
2012). In networked innovation, interdependent but in-
dependent network actors co-produce the innovation 
outcome (Valkokari et al., 2012). “Networked innova-
tion occurs through relationships that are negotiated in 
an ongoing communicative process, and which relies 

on neither market nor hierarchical mechanisms of con-
trol” (Swan & Scarbrough, 2005). According to 
Valkokari and colleagues (2012), networked innovation 
has three collaboration characteristics: i) it includes 
multiple actors and is seldom open to everyone, ii) it 
happens always for a specific purpose, and iii) the mod-
els deal with both the knowledge transfer and co-cre-
ation functions between actors. Depending on their 
knowledge management needs, there are two types of 
networks focusing on transaction of explicit knowledge 
(i.e., transaction networks) or co-creation of new know-
ledge (i.e., co-creation networks). Our view concen-
trates on networked innovation in co-creation 
networks, which means that the network process is 
open to selected participants, has a specific aim (for 
new knowledge), and is focused on co-creation 
between actors. Even though a lot of research on co-cre-
ation exists, few studies cover the diverse set of stake-
holders collaborating simultaneously in the innovation 
process (Kazadi et al., 2015).

Knowledge management processes for innovation: know-
ledge integration
Innovation networks are described as loosely coupled 
systems of autonomous firms (Dhanaraj & Parkhe, 
2006) with properties of sparseness, asymmetry, and 
locally clustered with low diameter (Cowan & Jonard, 
2009). However, “project business is the part of busi-
ness that relates directly or indirectly to projects, with a 
purpose to achieve objectives of a firm or several 
firms.” (Artto & Wikström, 2005) Those firms form a 
project network, which is a network “including several 
firms and other organizations from different businesses 
and from different institutional environments that are 
participating in a project” (Artto & Kujala, 2008). Project 
networks have a temporary nature: “they exist in that 
specific form only during the time-line of a single pro-
ject” (Artto et al., 2008). Thereby, similarly to networked 
innovation, project networks have various organiza-
tions cooperating, none of which have a completely 
dominating role and an aspiration toward precise and 
specified objectives; however, project networks are dis-
tinctively temporal in nature (Tiwari, 2015). Therefore, 
rather than using the term “innovation network”, we 
use the term “project network” because we want to em-
phasize the task-specific combination of organizations, 
the goal orientation, and the temporal nature. 

When project networks produce innovations, they need 
various knowledge management processes, such as 
knowledge integration, as introduced by Grant (1996). 
Enberg (2012) defines knowledge integration as a “goal-
oriented process with the purpose of taking advantage 
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of knowledge complementarities which exist between 
individuals with differentiated knowledge bases” (En-
berg, 2012). Knowledge integration is needed when 
knowledge is specialized and dispersed among indi-
viduals. Knowledge integration can be enabled by the 
use of different integration mechanisms. In the know-
ledge integration literature, there are two main ap-
proaches. One relies on structural mechanisms and 
downplays the need for communication and know-
ledge sharing. The other, the cross-learning approach, 
emphasizes the need for knowledge integration mech-
anisms that are based on frequent communication and 
extensive knowledge sharing (Enberg, 2012). Our view 
is based on the latter approach: cross-learning.

According to Tiwari (2015), past studies have revealed 
that knowledge integration in project networks basic-
ally includes a three-stage process of knowledge identi-
fication, knowledge acquisition, and knowledge 
utilization, which all should be seamlessly and effi-
ciently integrated in order for a project network to suc-
cessfully achieve its goals in a dynamic environment. 
Tiwari (2015) has based her framework on those three 
stages (Figure 1). The emphasis on knowledge integra-
tion in a project network is in the ongoing collective 
process facilitated by social engagements. That is, 
knowledge integration is the ability to “transform know-

ledge into action” (Tiwari, 2015). Thus, Tiwari also em-
phasizes the significance of coordination and collabor-
ation, because in some cases, for example where the 
required expert knowledge (for complex problem solv-
ing) resides within multiple professionals, plain know-
ledge acquisition is neither sensible nor adequate.

Inter-organizational knowledge integration requires 
common knowledge and understanding (Grant, 1986), 
therefore it also requires overcoming the possible 
knowledge boundaries between organizations (Carlile, 
2004). To overcome these knowledge boundaries, 
boundary objects are needed and should be taken into 
account when designing processes for knowledge in-
tegration. Boundary objects are “a sort of arrangement 
that allow different groups to work together without 
consensus” and are the “stuff of action” (Star, 2010). In 
other words, boundary objects aid the collaboration of 
various experts by letting them communicate and work 
on a target that is not yet mutually perceived. Besides 
being concrete, boundary objects may also be meta-
phorical and intangible, such as figures of speech or re-
naming a concrete phenomenon in an illustrating 
manner, yet even so can play a significant role, espe-
cially in the sharing of tacit knowledge and understand-
ing between people (Koskinen, 2005).

Tiwari has framed her model and empirically tested it 
in a large project network with a “transaction network” 
type of explicit knowledge transfer. Although our focus 
is on co-creation networks, the general nature of 
Tiwari’s model allows us to use it as our theoretical 
framework and then expand it with the use of bound-
ary-spanning elements (boundary objects).

Method and Case Description

We chose a case study approach (Dyer et al., 1991; 
Siggelkow, 2007; Weick, 2007) to further develop and 
test the knowledge integration process for networked 
innovation in project networks. First, we examined the 
literature on networked innovation theory, knowledge 
management processes (including knowledge integra-
tion based on communication and knowledge sharing) 
and boundary objects. Then, we selected a networked 
innovation project as the case study. The particular 
project (described below) was chosen because of its 
idiosyncrasy: it involved multiple stakeholders collab-
orating simultaneously, which is rare in research on in-
novation processes (cf. Kazadi et al., 2015). Therefore, 
having participants from multiple corporations concur-
rently yielding a real-life networked innovation with 
significant impacts on the whole network gives unique 

Figure 1. Knowledge integration in a project network 
(adapted from Tiwari, 2015)
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information about knowledge integration for net-
worked innovation. Thus, the case is interesting from 
both academic and practical viewpoints. 

Tiwari’s model was tested by observing one focal com-
pany from a point early on in its quest for a solution to 
a major production-automation problem and the re-
lated subsequent series of workshops in its project net-
work. Workshops as a setting for yielding networked 
innovations presume that learning will occur via active 
participation and involvement, because workshops 
have many benefits for interactive learning and teach-
ing in small groups. Workshops typically also facilitate 
problem solving, decision making, communication 
skills, and “thinking on your feet” (Steinert, 2010). For 
studying knowledge integration, workshops provide the 
needed observable collaborative environment in which 
the same information in the same form (by utilizing the 
same boundary objects) is conveyed to all participants 
simultaneously, further allowing concurrent commu-
nication. Thus, workshops create opportunities for the 
creation of collective understanding.

The research material was gathered from multiple 
sources. The entire chain of events and workshops were 
observed by three researchers and recorded as memos. 
By using the memos, the process of the workshop series 
and its resemblance to Tiwari’s model was detected. 

Also, the networked innovation outcomes, as well as 
the boundary objects, were discovered by the research-
ers during the workshops. The information on the relev-
ance of both the knowledge integration process and the 
discovered boundary objects were collected from the 
project network stakeholders through a “Webropol” on-
line survey. The online survey included a questionnaire 
with 57 questions, 52 evaluations on the scale of 5 (com-
pletely agree) to 1 (completely disagree), and 5 open-
ended questions regarding: 

• the problem area, the workshops such as the amount 
of events and their scheduling, and the boundary ob-
jects

• cooperation with others and with other organizations 
in workshops and during the process

• gaining of new knowledge from the workshops, utiliz-
ing the gained new knowledge, and the effects and fol-
low-up of the new knowledge

The link to the online survey was sent to all 26 different 
participants of various workshops. We received only 7 

responses, however, they were from different stakehold-
ers: two were from focal company representatives, two 
were from suppliers, and three were from research part-
ners. The survey material was analyzed using spread-
sheet computation. Both the data collection and 
analysis were carried out in both research material and 
researcher triangulation because three researchers par-
ticipated in all of the workshops and material collection 
as well as in the analysis.

Case description 
The concrete case of networked innovation was carried 
out in a multi-stakeholder project. The multi-stakehold-
er environment included a multi-national industrial 
production company as the focal company, its three 
suppliers, one customer, and university researchers 
from various fields. The focal company is a large global 
machinery producer, and the project involved the parti-
cipation of one of its subsidiaries, a world-class ma-
chinery production unit, which produces products that 
are more unique than mass production pieces. The 
turnover of the subsidiary is 500 million euro, it em-
ploys 600 people, and it delivers maritime products 
worldwide: indeed, 99% of its products are exported. 
The customer involved in this case is a vast foreign 
shipyard with various operations. The technology sup-
plier is family-owned industrial forerunner, with sys-
tem deliveries to 50 countries, exporting90 % of its 
products with yearly turnover of 35 million euro, with 
136 personnel. The two other suppliers were subcon-
tractors that deliver large metal machinery pieces. One 
subcontractor was family-owned, employing over 100 
people, with yearly turnover of 20 million euro. The oth-
er employs approximately 70 people, with turnover of 
15 million euro. The university researchers were from 
two technical universities and included experts on man-
ufacturing technologies, production processes, and in-
dustrial engineering. The facilitators were three 
researchers with industrial and knowledge manage-
ment backgrounds.

The industry in which the focal company operates is 
quite conservative, thus the changes are slow, yet their 
change effects, including economic effects, are signific-
ant. The focal company was in need of expert know-
ledge regarding the implementation of automation in 
the production process, which they did not possess in-
ternally. Therefore, stakeholders were brought together 
to collaboratively innovate in a complex product and 
production process development project. The net-
worked organization (i.e., the case company) contem-
plated a major manufacturing investment that would 
alter their production process, and early on they no-
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ticed that they did not have all the internal capabilities 
needed to come up with decisions required by the in-
vestment. In a process aiming to accomplish a function-
al solution for a production system, which later 
expanded to include new product solutions, the goal of 
the case was to integrate the various types of expert 
knowledge that would benefit not only the focal com-
pany but the entire network. The process involved vari-
ous operations of the focal company (i.e., internal 
stakeholders, such as R&D, procurement, and produc-
tion).The customers, the suppliers, the technology sup-
plier, and the research institutes operated as external 
stakeholders (Figure 2).

The knowledge integration case aiming at networked 
innovation was carried out in a project of temporary 
R&D and innovation that concerned product and pro-
duction process development within the network. In 
the project, a new production method was introduced 
to the focal company and its stakeholders. This new 
production method required both deployments of a 
new technology and changes to the product design, 
too. Consequently, the new product design had implica-
tions to the production processes of the suppliers. As 
neither the focal company nor its suppliers were famili-
ar with the newly selected production technology, both 
product and production changes required acquiring 
new technical expertise, possibly from university re-
searchers and technology suppliers. Thus, the chain of 
requirements led to a collaborative, co-creative devel-

opment process with multiple stakeholders participat-
ing workshops and thus necessitating knowledge integ-
ration that rested on communication and knowledge 
sharing.

Results

Our results were generated from: i) the knowledge in-
tegration process in co-creation network with the used 
boundary objects and ii) the results of an online survey 
with respondents from the various stakeholder organiz-
ations of this co-creative process. The questionnaire 
within the survey dealt with the practical relevance of 
expert knowledge integration process as well as the six 
boundary objects and activities applied in the process. 
The results also cover the business network accomplish-
ment of the knowledge integration process: the net-
worked innovations.

The expert knowledge integration process with boundary 
objects
The knowledge integration process had three main 
phases, corresponding to Tiwari’s (2015) model: know-
ledge identification, knowledge acquisition, and know-
ledge utilization. However, these three main phases 
could be broken down to a further eight stages when 
knowledge integration is carried out in co-creation net-
work for networked innovation (Figure 3).

In the first part of the “knowledge identification” phase, 
the main problem was clarified in the focal company in-
ternally. Next, “coordinated knowledge identification” 
was carried out in collaboration with the focal company 
and the facilitator (the university researchers), aiming 
at locating the needed and available external know-
how. Then, in the “coordinated knowledge acquisition” 
phase, the expert knowledge was coordinated by the fa-
cilitator by mapping and contacting the appropriate ex-
perts. The next five stages, ideation, innovation, 
analysis, conclusions, and proposals, and the actions of 
“knowledge utilization”, included wider multi-stake-
holder participation. In this final phase, there were 
three workshops:

1. Ideation: In the first workshop, a common mindset 
was created by open discussion with five focal com-
pany representatives and seven technical university 
experts with two presentations of the problem area. 
The plan for the further workshops and the topic to 
be covered was created. Figure 2. Case context: networked innovation carried 

out in a multi-stakeholder project with boundary objects
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2. Innovation: In the second workshop, the focal re-
quirements and objectives in relation to the problem 
at hand were discovered with the help of boundary 
objects of six expert presentations, two metaphors, 
and a memo prepared and distributed right after the 
workshop. Altogether 21 people participated in this 
workshop. 

3. Analysis: The ideas were analyzed and sorted in the fi-
nal workshop, by discussion again with the help of 
boundary objects of three supplier presentations, 
two metaphors, a factory tour, and a memo prepared 
and distributed right after the workshop. Altogether 
17 people participated in this workshop. 

After the workshops, the solutions, as well as the know-
ledge integration process, were summarized in close co-
operation between the focal company and the 
facilitator. In the final stage, “actions”, the created 

knowledge was put into practice: the solutions of the 
knowledge integration process were utilized, depend-
ing on each separate stakeholder.

Within the three multi-stakeholder workshops 
(ideation, innovation, and analysis) of “knowledge util-
ization”, six boundary objects (four concrete and two 
metaphorical), were discovered and used. The concrete 
boundary objects included workshop memos, pictures 
and blueprints, presentations, and a factory tour (in the 
third workshop). The metaphorical boundary objects 
were “Metaphor 1”, representing the new structure to 
be developed and “Metaphor 2”, representing the 
former structure. In the co-creation network, where the 
aim was to produce networked innovation, the bound-
ary objects were particularly useful in the knowledge 
utilization phase, where the knowledge is actually put 
to use. This finding supports Tiwari’s (2015) perception 
of the emphasis on knowledge integration in a project 

Figure 3. The knowledge integration process for networked innovation in a co-creation network
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network being the ongoing collective process through 
social engagements and knowledge integration being 
the ability to “transform knowledge into action”.

Feedback: The practical relevance of the knowledge
integration process and applied boundary objects
Feedback from the case process was gathered through 
an online survey. The questionnaire included questions 
about the number and duration of joint events, the abil-
ity of joint events and workshops to support and in-
crease knowledge sharing, as well as impressions about 
cooperation with others during the process. According 
to the feedback, the number and duration of joint 
events were sufficient. The joint development events 
were found useful for creating new knowledge, sharing 
knowledge, and increasing openness between stake-
holders. This kind of multi-stakeholder knowledge co-
ordination and collaboration was also found to be a 
useful way of solving similar problems in the future. 
However, information given prior to the events as well 
as the collaboration between companies and universit-
ies, and between universities was evaluated lower than 
other aspects of the entire process: this information 
was found to be inadequate and did not help the parti-
cipants to prepare for the meetings.

Feedback about the boundary objects used in the case 
process was also gathered through the online survey. 
All of the applied boundary objects were considered 
useful in terms of the overall evaluations. The boundary 
objects that were most helpful in clarifying the problem 
in the workshops were pictures and blueprints. Present-
ations were also deemed similarly helpful, but to a less-
er extent. Additionally, the metaphorical boundary 
objects of “Metaphor 1” for the new structure and 
“Metaphor 2” for the former structure also helped clari-
fy the problem. Memos from the three workshops and 
the factory tour were considered less effective bound-
ary objects. However, due to the small sample size – 
only seven participants responded to the online survey 
– the differences were not statistically significant. But, 
the results suggest that providing or producing vivid il-
lustrations of the problem to be solved would be help-
ful, especially if the problem is a technical one. Also, 
creating a metaphor or two of the problem or generated 
solution may advance the discussion and comprehen-
sion. From a process development viewpoint, the feed-
back on the process used in the case was very 
encouraging: participants at the focal company in-
formed us that this networked innovation process may 
next be applied to other development projects within 
the company.

In summary, by applying various boundary spanning 
objects and activities, this knowledge integration pro-
cess shows promise for enhancing communication and 
knowledge sharing of versatile expertise in endeavours 
demanding collaboration. The process is also poten-
tially applicable to other types of networked innovation 
situations. 

Networked innovation outcomes: The manifestation of 
the knowledge integration process in practice
In practice, the outcomes of the knowledge integration 
process take the form of networked innovation of new 
technical solutions and operating models. However, 
the process outcomes also emerge as new business op-
portunities. Table 1 presents the case customer com-
pany’s objectives, the external stakeholders’ 
contributions, and the corresponding outcomes of 
knowledge integration process.

As shown in Table 1, the main networked innovation 
outcomes (i.e., the main outcomes for the project net-
work of the knowledge integration process) are:

• a new product structure to be produced using auto-
mation, resulting in cost savings with, for example, di-
minished production times and improved quality and 
relocation of component production to subcontractors

• new research tasks and business cases between sup-
pliers as well as universities and suppliers

• awareness of a new method for integrating knowledge 
during multi-actor collaboration, which can be used 
in other cases as well

Noteworthy in the outcomes is that not only the focal 
company gained from the process but other organiza-
tions in its network too. Both suppliers and universities 
found new projects to collaborate on in the future.

To sum up the results, Tiwari’s model, with its three 
major phases of knowledge identification, knowledge 
acquisition and knowledge utilization, was applied to 
the knowledge integration process for networked innov-
ation in a co-creation network. However, the three 
knowledge integration phases were divided into eight 
smaller stages. For networked innovation in a co-cre-
ation network, when the emphasis is on communica-
tion and cross-learning requiring boundary spanning, 
the model does benefit from the use of boundary ob-
jects, especially in the knowledge utilization phase. The 
boundary objects applicable to enhancing communica-
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tion and knowledge sharing in co-creation networks 
yielding networked innovation were both concrete and 
metaphorical. Furthermore, providing or producing 
vivid illustrations of the technical problems at hand 
were found useful. Also, creating metaphors relating to 
the problem or generated solution advances the discus-
sion and comprehension in the co-creation process. Ad-
ditionally, the co-creative knowledge integration 
process yields multiple types of networked innovations, 
not only concrete solutions for products and produc-
tion processes but also new links between stakeholders, 
thus creating opportunities for further collaboration in 
business and research. 

Discussion and Conclusion

Theoretical contribution and limitations
This article contributes to the concept of networked in-
novation by highlighting the knowledge management 
processes involved. The contribution regards the expert 
knowledge integration in co-creation networks by en-
hancing Tiwari’s knowledge integration model with 
boundary objects. The significance of the boundary ob-

jects is to enhance knowledge and organization bound-
ary spanning within the knowledge integration among 
multiple stakeholders. 

Although a co-creation network was a new environ-
ment for testing Tiwari’s knowledge integration model, 
naturally this study does have its limitations. The em-
pirical testing was carried out with a single case in a co-
creation network; other networks and network types 
should be involved in future studies and in the further 
development of the process. Also, the online survey was 
completed by only seven people, which limits our 
scope for statistical analyses. Additionally, in this case, 
six boundary objects were discovered and used; 
however, other cases might bring forward other usable 
boundary objects to study. 

We presume that the findings will benefit academics 
studying knowledge management practices, including 
knowledge integration, especially in the context of col-
laborative and networked innovation by highlighting 
the role of the boundary objects as the knowledge and 
organization boundary-spanning elements. Prior re-

Table 1. Objectives, contribution, and outcomes of the knowledge integration process
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search has shown that the cross-learning type of know-
ledge integration provides a platform for learning and 
knowledge sharing. Our results emphasize that commu-
nication, which is essential in cross-learning type of 
knowledge integration, can be enhanced with bound-
ary objects.

Practical and managerial implications 
Practitioners operating in industrial settings, particu-
larly in those relating to industrial product and produc-
tion process development, who are aiming to enhance 
innovation operations by involving various stakehold-
ers, may benefit from this study. In some cases, losing 
control of core capabilities or information might be the 
downside of open innovation, but in our case, the net-
worked innovation process with knowledge integration 
in a project network worked and generated the desired 
results for the focal company and its stakeholders. This 
finding might encourage other innovation-requiring 
companies to open up their closed innovation system 
to other stakeholders, such as suppliers, customers, uni-
versities, and research institutes, while still keeping 
control over their company's confidential and core cap-
abilities.

Additional information on the character of networked 
innovation showed that the co-creative knowledge in-
tegration process yielded another type of output bey-
ond product and production process changes or 
enhancement: new links between stakeholders. Thus, it 
creates opportunities for further collaboration both in 
business and research. This knowledge might encour-
age other stakeholders to participate in networked in-
novation cases, where the direct gain for the company 
or research institute could be hard to anticipate in ad-
vance.

A real-life co-creation network case with substantial im-
pacts on the whole network gives unique insights about 
knowledge integration for networked innovation. In 
practice, setting up networked innovation is easier 
when the companies and project networks have a 
mechanism that enables learning and collaboration: an 
environment or platform, such as a process or method, 
which guides them through a chain of events and 

brings the stakeholders together to share their know-
ledge, which in many cases is tacit. Therefore, this 
study gives general guidelines on how to kick off the 
networked innovation. Yet, the process is flexible and 
can be adjusted to the problem and network at hand.

Further research
Networked innovation as a concept and its knowledge 
management processes need further research; our ap-
proach to knowledge integration is just one of many 
potential approaches. Also, Tiwari’s model of know-
ledge integration process needs further testing at least 
in co-creation networks and potentially also with trans-
action networks. In our case, the discovered boundary 
objects were both concrete and metaphorical. Some of 
the boundary objects were found to be more applic-
able than others, and this finding contributes new 
knowledge of the use of boundary objects in know-
ledge integration. Yet, there is a wide range of usable 
boundary objects to be further studied in co-creation 
networks aiming to yield networked innovation. We 
find our results encouraging, and we hope that they 
will encourage others to undertake further research 
along these lines.
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Introduction

The idea of launching a startup company has surely 
crossed every person's mind at least once: becoming an 
entrepreneur promises personal fulfillment, interesting 
challenges, as well as financial success... if you are 
lucky. In Austria alone, 37,120 startup companies were 
founded in the year 2014 (BMWFM, 2015). Although 
this number seems to be high, the entrepreneurial activ-
ity in Austria is still low compared to “entrepreneurial 
countries” such as the United States (Singer et al., 
2014). Especially from technical degree programs, only 
very few alumni decide to become entrepreneurs. This 
might be due to the lack of programs in the field of en-
trepreneurial education. The European Commission 
(2008), however, claims that it is technical and creative 
students that would benefit most from an entrepreneur-
ial education. The European Commission goes even 
one step further and states that most of the innovative 
and useable ideas are coming from non-business stud-
ies (European Commission, 2008). In order to foster

innovation and entrepreneurship across Europe, they 
created the European Institute of Innovation and Tech-
nology (EIT) in 2008. Within knowledge and innovation 
communities (KICs), the EIT brings together diverse 
partners (e.g., universities, research labs, companies) to 
develop innovative products and services, found com-
panies, and so on (EIT, 2016). The universities of the TU 
Austria (tuaustria.ac.at/en/) participated in this initiative 
and were either coordinating a knowledge and innova-
tion community or were partners in one. For example, 
TU Graz was coordinating a knowledge and innovation 
community focusing on sustainable energy and climate 
change mitigation, whereas both TU Wien and Montan 
University Leoben were partners in one focusing on 
raw materials. Another valuable network is the Confer-
ence of European Schools for Advanced Engineering 
Education and Research (CESAER; cesaer.org) – a non-
profit association of leading European universities with 
the goal to foster excellence in engineering education 
and research and innovations through close coopera-
tions with industry. 

The concept of the "entrepreneurial university" is now recognized as a major driver for 
self-development and innovation and as an appropriate response to succeeding in highly 
turbulent and unpredictable markets. This article outlines and evaluates the current im-
plementation of this concept at the universities of technology (TU) in Austria. First, to 
evaluate the status quo, a review of existing programs and initiatives was undertaken at 
the three universities comprising the "TU Austria": TU Graz, TU Wien (Vienna), and MU 
Leoben. Second, a questionnaire was designed on the basis of the HEInnovate framework 
and sent to representatives of the three universities and resulted in responses from TU 
Graz and TU Wien. The results underscore that the model of the entrepreneurial uni-
versity represents the next step of development in higher education. Moreover, it demon-
strates that there is still room for improvement at the TU Austria, especially in terms of 
fostering an entrepreneurial spirit among students.

The biggest risk is not taking any risk… 
In a world that is changing really quickly, 
the only strategy that is guaranteed to fail 
is not taking risks.

Mark Zuckerberg
Founder of Facebook

“ ”

http://tuaustria.ac.at/en/
http://cesaer.org
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The model of the "entrepreneurial university" is cur-
rently recognized by experts as a major driver for self-
development and innovation and as an appropriate re-
sponse to succeeding in highly turbulent and unpredict-
able markets (Hannon, 2013). Consequently, the 
question arises: should the topic of “entrepreneurship” 
be reinforced in higher education? To answer this ques-
tion, this article examines the current implementation 
of the concept of the entrepreneurial university at the 
TU Austria. Furthermore, it investigates possible im-
provements of the existing entrepreneurial approaches. 
The respective research questions that this investiga-
tion addresses are: 

• How is the concept of the entrepreneurial university 
defined and who are the stakeholders of this concept? 

• Is TU Austria already entrepreneurial? 

• In which way(s) could the implementation of the entre-
preneurial university be improved in the TU Austria?

The investigation highlights the essential points about 
the discussion on the entrepreneurial university and 
provides a list of tools for entrepreneurial approaches. 
As far as existing entrepreneurial approaches in higher 
education in Austria are concerned, this article presents 
and discusses the results of a status-quo investigation 
among the TU Austria universities. Based on the collec-
ted information, it evaluates the current situation and 
offers specific recommendations for improvement. Fu-
ture students (including potential entrepreneurs), as 
well as the academic and administrative staff of the TU 
Austria universities, stand to benefit the most from this 
study because it focuses on these institutions, but the 
general findings will also be of interest to equivalent 
stakeholders outside Austria. Therefore, this article is of 
interest to all universities that would like to understand 
how to become an entrepreneurial university and how 
to overcome implementation obstacles. 

Literature Review: The Concept of the
Entrepreneurial University

Researchers generally agree on the high potential of en-
trepreneurial universities in today’s highly turbulent 
and unpredictable markets (Hannon, 2013). However, 
there are critics who doubt that the technical sector is 
the right place to implement an entrepreneurial uni-
versity because the concept includes numerous ele-
ments of business education and it influences the 
autonomy of the universities (Krimsky et al., 1991). In 

addition, the model corresponds to an image of perfec-
tion that everyone wants to achieve but few know how 
to implement. The entrepreneurial university is a mul-
tifaceted process of continuous improvement; there-
fore, it is also difficult to define strict guidelines for its 
implementation (OECD, 2012). Given that the diversity 
of entrepreneurial approaches taken by universities is 
one of the concept’s most important features (Fayolle 
& Redford, 2015), a clear definition would be likely un-
achievable. However, for the purpose of our investiga-
tion, it was necessary to identify the salient features of 
the concept. The European guiding framework for en-
trepreneurial universities, called “HEInnovate”, is pub-
lished by the OECD and the European Commission 
and includes the most important features for self-as-
sessment of higher-education institutions (OECD, 
2012). 

Despite the lack of a clear definition, the literature dis-
tinguishes between the entrepreneurial university, 
which is a concept that affects all parts of higher educa-
tion, and “entrepreneurial education”. The latter term 
is applied at all levels of education and could be seen 
as a component or tool of the entrepreneurial uni-
versity. Also, within an entrepreneurial university, two 
important actors need to be distinguished: the academ-
ic entrepreneur and the entrepreneurial academic (Al-
exander et al., 2015). Academic entrepreneurs are 
academics that engage “in formal commercialization 
activities which often result in patent creation, license 
sales and or the creation of new ventures and spin out 
firms”. In contrast, entrepreneurial academics particip-
ate in a wider range of activities that link the university 
with other organizations, particularly in industry. 
Thus, the entrepreneurial university is not just a new 
version of business programs with the aim to launch 
startups. It is more like an attitude that opens new pos-
sibilities for students as well as faculty members. Cer-
tainly, these are not the only groups who benefit from 
this model; there are many different stakeholders (see 
Box 1). The motivation of entrepreneurial academics 
plays a particularly important role in connecting differ-
ent stakeholders. 

Although we have some idea of the key features of the 
entrepreneurial university, what is lacking is know-
ledge of the best ways to develop and implement new 
programs. There is also a lack of information regarding 
Austria, where only a few studies (e.g., Daxner & Kailer, 
2009) consider the current national situation and, to 
our knowledge, none specifically reference the concept 
in relation to Austrian universities of technology. 
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In Austria, as elsewhere, different types of institutions 
provide entrepreneurial education. Austrian universit-
ies, for instance, have worked hard to become more en-
trepreneurial and have recently started to include the 
concept of the entrepreneurial university in their 
strategies. Nevertheless, entrepreneurship at the TU 
Austria is still in the early stages of development, and 
Austria generally lags behind other countries in estab-
lishing entrepreneurial approaches in higher educa-
tion. For example, concerning the technical field in 
Europe, the University of Twente in the Netherlands 
has a long entrepreneurial history and has come very 
close to what we would consider an entrepreneurial 
university. Therefore, we undertook intensive research 
into the programs offered by the University of Twente 
in order to collect proven concepts. 

Outside of Europe, the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (MIT) is an example of best practice in imple-
menting the entrepreneurial university concept. The 
Martin Trust Center for MIT Entrepreneurship was 
founded in 1990 and offers more than 60 courses on a 
variety of topics. MIT follows a team-based approach 
with the focus on problem solving and a close connec-
tion with companies. The success is reflected in the 

numbers: in the first decade of the 2000s, MIT alumni 
started about 12,000 new firms and 18,000 are projected 
for the current decade. (Roberts et al., 2015) The suc-
cess of MIT’s entrepreneurial activities is a combination 
of several factors, such as excellent interdisciplinary re-
search and research in practical fields, a strong network 
that includes ties to government and industry or the 
commitment to entrepreneurship programs (O’Shea et 
al., 2007).

Stakeholders of the entrepreneurial university
Following the famous triple helix model from Etzkowitz 
and colleagues (2008), the interest groups of the entre-
preneurial university can be condensed to three key 
stakeholder categories: university, industry, and govern-
ment. However, as can be seen in Box 1, the stakehold-
ers are as multifaceted as the entrepreneurial university 
itself. Key stakeholders include, for example, the local 
government and the community, which can bring sub-
stantial benefits to the entrepreneurial university. It has 
been shown that entrepreneurs mostly take action in 
the region they have studied and, as a consequence, the 
local area can experience a boom (Kulicke & Görisch, 
2003). Therefore, locals should be very interested in im-
plementing this model. And that is just one example: be-
nefits like this can be found for all kinds of stakeholders. 
Current students as well as internal university stake-
holders such as faculty members also benefit from and 
contribute to the entrepreneurial university. Professors 
can act as mentors for startups and may also realize 
their own ideas in cooperation with their students. 
Within an entrepreneurial university, close relation-
ships are established with companies, which help en-
sure that students receive an up-to-date and relevant 
education. Nevertheless, some companies may view 
new academic ventures as potential competitors and 
might prefer to limit the roles of universities to research 
and consulting services (Etzkowitz et al., 2000). 
However, this outdated view is completely contrary to 
the concept of the entrepreneurial university and would 
restrict economic progress. 

The HEInnovate framework
One of the essential parts of the questionnaire consists 
of the HEInnovate framework, which also concentrates 
on higher education (HE). This self-assessment tool for 
implementing the model of the entrepreneurial uni-
versity was developed by the European Commission 
and the OECD to support higher education. Using this 
tool, a university can rate itself on a scale ranging from 
0 (very weak) to 10 (very strong) in the following seven 
areas (European Commission, 2011):

Box 1. Stakeholder trends reflecting a shift toward the 
entrepreneurial university (cf. Gibb & Haskins, 2014)

Traditional stakeholders/funders
     • research funders
     • public higher education funding bodies
     • central government
     • peer assessment groups

Emerging dominant stakeholders
     • students
     • parents
     • councils and boards
     • schools and colleges

Increasingly prominent stakeholders
     • alumni
     • international agencies
     • development agencies
     • local government and community
     • associations/non-governmental organizations
     • academic institutions
     • media
     • business
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1. Leadership and governance

2. Organizational capacity, people, and incentives

3. Entrepreneurship development in teaching and 
  learning

4. Pathways for entrepreneurs

5. University–business/external relationships for
  knowledge exchange

6. The entrepreneurial university as an
  internationalized institution

7. Measuring the impact of the entrepreneurial
  university

For our questionnaire, we were able to adopt the frame-
work without needing to tailor it to the Austrian context 
by using the detailed specifications as offered by the 
framework.

Methodology

Our studied involved four main steps:

1. First, we clarified how the multifaceted entrepreneur-
ial university is defined in the context of Austrian uni-
versities of technology. To do this, we conducted a 
detailed review of the relevant literature based on re-
commendations and online searches using the 
keywords “entrepreneurial education”, “entrepren-
eurial university”, and “stakeholders of the entre-
preneurial university”, as well as each keyword in the 
context of TU Austria, TU Wien, TU Graz, and MU 
Leoben.

2. Next, we examined current practices to improve ac-
cess to entrepreneurship for students and academic 
staff of Austrian universities of technology. By review-
ing online information provided by the universities, 
we were able to create mind-maps of TU Graz, TU 
Wien, and MU Leoben that showed their programs 
and relationships with other institutions. Afterwards, 
we used the mindmaps and our literature review to 
create a list of relevant questions to include in a ques-
tionnaire customized to each university. The follow-
ing questions were posed:

• When was the first time that students/employees of 
your university were confronted with the topic of "en-
trepreneurship"?

• To what extent (percentage) are students and employ-
ees aware of programs known that support entrepren-
eurship?

• Currently, there is a trend of becoming an "entrepren-
eurial university". What does your university do to 
meet this model?

3. In the third step, we presented a customized ques-
tionnaire – including the mind-map, HEInnovate 
framework, and additional questions – to a contact 
person at each university. Each person completing 
the questionnaire held the same or a comparable po-
sition (i.e., head of an institution) at their university 
and was familiar with their university’s strategy. We 
also ensured that the respondent was already famili-
ar with the relevant concepts of the entrepreneurial 
university and technology transfer.

4. Finally,  we  received  and  analyzed  the  responses 
from the representatives of TU Graz and TU Wien, 
including any gaps that were identified in the mind-
maps. Unfortunately, the representative of MU Leo-
ben did not provide a completed questionnaire. 

Results 

The results provide insights into what is actually being 
done in terms of implementing the concept of the en-
trepreneurial university in two universities of techno-
logy in Austria. Table 1 provides an overview of the 
self-assessment provided by the representatives of TU 
Graz and TU Wien. Notably, these results show strong 
similarities in the answers relating to the HEInnovate 
framework. 

One of the few differences appeared in the first seg-
ment, which asks whether entrepreneurship is a major 
part of the university strategy. In the point system of 
the HEInnovate framework, which ranges from 0 (very 
bad) to 10 (very good), the TU Wien gave itself an 8 for 
this segment, whereas TU Graz gave itself a 4. Never-
theless, despite TU Graz giving itself such a low score, 
we identified several points within the TU Graz 
strategy that align with the characteristics of an entre-
preneurial university. And, regarding their commit-
ment to implementing the model of the 
entrepreneurial university, both universities give them-
selves a high ranking. 

Concerning faculty autonomy, both universities placed 
themselves in the lower half of the scale. Here, the uni-
versity representatives see room for improvement.
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Table 1. Overview of current practice at TU Graz and TU Wien
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The framework answers also reveal that, unlike TU 
Wien, TU Graz lacks a specific finance support strategy 
for entrepreneurial development, but it offers propor-
tionally more of its funding for staff and students to sup-
port entrepreneurial activities. Thus, TU Graz may be 
putting greater emphasis on motivating its employees to 
“live” the model of the entrepreneurial university. But 
again, both universities still have room for improvement 
in this area. 

The results also show that the universities have de-
veloped excellent relationships with external stakehold-
ers and incubators. For example, both universities 
participate in the Austrian AplusB (Academia plus Busi-
ness) incubator network that works closely with the 
higher-education sector and includes seven sites near 
the different universities. This network provides launch 
support to startups that already have a business idea 
(AplusB, 2016).

However, the results also reveal shortcomings in essen-
tial areas such as idea creation, implementation of an 
entrepreneurial spirit, and in provision of an entrepren-
eurial education in general. Both universities performed 
badly in terms of measuring the impact of their entre-
preneurial programs. Thus, the impact of entrepreneuri-
al teaching and learning activities are not assessed. 

Discussion and Conclusion

In terms of fostering an entrepreneurial spirit and pro-
moting entrepreneurship, the TU Austria has to make 
much greater efforts. By implementing mentoring sys-
tems, open spaces within incubators, and knowledge 
transfer centres, a network between institutions and or-
ganizations involved in the startup scene can be estab-
lished. All universities of the TU Austria are already part 
of such networks, which are useful on the way becoming 
an entrepreneurial university. Nevertheless, the encour-
agement of an entrepreneurial spirit on the entire uni-
versity campus should be an equal goal. Such an 
entrepreneurial spirit is helpful for students in identify-
ing opportunities for personal growth and starting their 
own business as a further career opportunity (Volkman 
et al., 2009). The implementation of such a campus-wide 
spirit also has obstacles: not all students take courses in 
entrepreneurship and there may be a lack of entrepren-
eurial experience among faculty members. Furthermore, 
traditional (lecture-based) methods of education are not 
"state of the art" in entrepreneurial education. Students 
need access to broad opportunities for entrepreneurial 
education that are intensively promoted. 

To further encourage the development of entrepren-
eurial mindsets in young people, the education system 
in Austria should implement entrepreneurship educa-
tion tools at a much earlier stage in the education pro-
cess of students. Currently, tools for entrepreneurial 
education and promotion of their availability starts pre-
dominantly at the master's level. 

Universities in Austria should also encourage contests 
and friendly competitions. For example, in the United 
Kingdom, the National Centre for Entrepreneurship in 
Education launched the “Entrepreneurial University of 
the Year” program in cooperation with the Times High-
er Education (Hannon, 2013). Another possibility is to 
start a student’s club like the Cambridge University 
Technology and Enterprise Club (CUTEC) in Cam-
bridge. This is a startup café that offers traineeships, 
promotes entrepreneurship at the university campus, 
and supports entrepreneurial campaigns and research 
(Hofer et al., 2010). To achieve even greater awareness 
of entrepreneurship among the students, interesting 
awards and prizes such as an exclusive party for the 
winning university could be offered. 

Finally, it can be said that the model of the entrepren-
eurial university is already implemented in some parts 
of the TU Austria and is not just a vision of the future. 
Good cooperation with companies and with the Austri-
an AplusB incubator network are examples of the mod-
el is taking hold. Further entrepreneurial activities are 
being undertaken in the three universities of the TU 
Austria. For example, the TU Graz offers the course 
“Gründungsgarage”, where students with a startup 
idea receive personal coaching from experts and parti-
cipate in several workshops on business plans, busi-
ness models, etc. On the way to becoming an 
entrepreneurial university, the TU Graz started an initi-
ative together with the University of Graz to comple-
ment each other's efforts in becoming an 
entrepreneurial university. 
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A. There is a plethora of textbooks on innovation 
and entrepreneurship, with many universities and 
consultants offering courses dealing with the subject. 
Their goal is to enable individuals to become entre-
preneurs or for their organizations to create value 
from knowledge (innovation). A problem with much 
of this educational material is that it remains rather 
abstract and relies on the individuals to be able to put 
their learning into practice. This is a stumbling point 
for many organizations, where learners know how 
they must act as a result of their training and educa-
tion but they lack the ability to do it. Learners gain 
considerable “explicit” knowledge, they fail to gain the 
tacit element that helps them to apply it. 

We suggest that the challenge underlying the question 
of “How can you teach innovation and entrepreneur-
ship?” relates to the mode of delivery and that there is 
a need for different approaches that enable the conver-
sion from explicit to tacit knowledge. To address this 
important question about how innovation and entre-
preneurship can be taught – effectively – we have un-
dertaken a research project called “Teaching and 
Coaching Innovation Innovatively”, or “TACIT” (see 
Box 1). Our project, however, is not a criticism of the 
current provision – indeed several of the individuals 
are part of the “traditional” delivery system. Rather, it 
is a recognition that such provision misses some key 
elements and in particular that there is a need to en-
gage individuals in developing their personal skills to 
support change in their organizations. We suggest that 
they need to gain “tacit” knowledge, which is defined 
by an “ability to act”, in this case in innovation and en-
trepreneurship and develop the ability to realize value 
creation from good ideas. This, however, is a signific-
ant challenge – the contemporary models for educa-
tion do not lend themselves to learning-by-doing and 
skills development.

In terms of state of the art, we see that learning in 
times of constant change increasingly challenges edu-
cational institutions and business organizations alike. 
In contrast to past decades, knowledge has become 
more complex, contexts change faster, and knowledge 

is required in different contexts at the same time. Mem-
orizing information and applying established methods 
within single fields is no longer sufficient where prob-
lems span cultural and functional boundaries (Brown & 
Vaughan, 2010; Kolb & Kolb, 2010; Mainemelis & Ron-
son, 2006; Thomas & Brown, 2011). 

Our research focuses on the learning challenges that or-
ganizations and individuals face in developing under-
standing and skills for teaching, learning, and 
managing innovation. In particular we wish to explore 
the range and efficacy of different delivery modes and 
to provide methodologies for better matching context 
with such delivery modes. The design of the project re-
flects some core principles in innovation management: 
co-creation with partners and users and learning 
through prototyping and iterative experimentation. We 
will deliver several phases of work, each engaging all 
partners within the alliance and building on shared 
knowledge and experience. Below, we briefly introduce 
the teaching approaches for innovation and entrepren-
eurship that we are examining and developing inside 
our research project. 

1. Storytelling

All innovation projects, whether new concepts at the 
start-up stage of a new business or development pro-
jects within established organizations, require “pitch-
ing” the idea to others to secure resources, 
commitment, and support. This requirement places 
emphasis on the need to develop a compelling narrat-
ive that can unfold as the innovation develops; recent 
years have seen an upsurge of interest in this approach 
and in the tools and techniques which can support it. 
How could we use the skills of storytelling to improve 
aspects of innovation management? Making more per-
suasive pitches? Developing a storyboard for entrepren-
eurial ideas? Carrying forward useful innovation 
management lessons from past experience within the 
organization. 

Our current research involves testing the use of 
storytelling approaches amongst a sample of inexperi-

Q. How Can You Teach Innovation and Entrepreneurship?
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enced entrepreneurs in several different contexts in-
cluding in emerging economies, among social entre-
preneurs, and with students. We are evaluating 
different storytelling tools and supporting frameworks 
(including innovation theatre, scenarios and simula-
tion, design thinking laboratories, and variants on ap-
proaches using the business model canvas) and we are 
developing a methodology through which the issue of 
such techniques can be embedded as part of entrepren-
eur training and support. The approach will use indi-
vidual and group-based techniques to develop and 
communicate stories using a variety of tools. In short, 
storytelling could be used to:

• extend the capacity for articulating and exploring in-
novation projects – for example in preparing for pitch-
ing ideas

• understand, explore, and define innovation opportun-
ities and the challenges in delivering solutions by us-
ing a narrative approach

• understand different stakeholder perspectives

2. Walking the Talk – Peripatetic Learning

The great Greek philosopher Socrates had an idea that 
neuroscientists are now supporting – we are receptive 
to ideas when we are moving. Couple that with a tru-
ism, that changing our context makes us see things dif-
ferently – and there is the basis for a new approach to 
learning about managing innovation. The core ap-
proach here is to use guided walks through landscapes 
which are full of examples of innovation – and explore 
them while in the open air, walking and discussing 
them away from the classroom context. In our project 
course, the aim is to create two fundamental learning 
outcomes:

• understanding of a number of key innovation theor-
ies, brought to life by viewing them using real, but his-
toric examples, for example in an industrial/natural 
heritage environment

• consideration of the modes of transferring knowledge 
and creating deep learning using a case-based learn-
ing technique – but one that is presented in an unfa-
miliar learning environment (i.e., not in the classroom 
or on company premises) to create a rewarding and a 
novel learning experience

Box 1. The TACIT Project

Teaching and Coaching Innovation Innovatively
(TACIT) is a 3-year European Union Knowledge Alli-
ance (2016–2018) project under the Erasmus+ pro-
gramme. The objective of our project is to combine 
the efforts of business and university educators to 
create new learner-centred teaching methods, open 
up new learning opportunities, and develop the prac-
tical application of entrepreneurial skills. This will be 
framed as an innovative teaching module to be em-
bedded in the existing curricula of higher-education 
institutions and in the corporate training programs.

The project is designed to develop and test mechan-
isms than can be used to build tacit knowledge in in-
dividuals around innovation and entrepreneurship. 
Our focus is not on developing a new core cur-
riculum, but rather on taking the important elements 
of existing curricula and focusing on exploring more 
effective delivery mechanisms. In particular we are 
trying to capitalize on the shift in thinking towards 
new modes of delivery (e.g., the “flipped classroom” 
and the shift to massive open online courses 
(MOOCs)) but we are also exploring pedagogies that 
develop the individual’s ability to face and adapt to 
the innovation and entrepreneurship challenge. 

The project design reflects some core principles in in-
novation management, including co-creation with 
partners and users and learning through prototyping 
and iterative experimentation. As people’s culture of 
learning is largely coined through the educational in-
stitutions, it seems natural to follow a threefold ap-
proach where research, teaching, and practice are 
understood as interdependent dimensions of know-
ledge, knowing, and learning (Sproedt & Heape, 
2014). Participatory innovation (Buur & Matthews, 
2008) brings these different strands together in the 
development and application of research-based 
teaching and teaching-based research for, with, and 
about innovation practice in organizations. 

Partners in the TACIT project include: Aachen-
Münchener, ASIIN, BMW, ISPIM, LEGO, Lufthansa 
Systems, Nokia and NHS Foundation Trust together 
with University of Exeter (UK); Southern Denmark 
University (Denmark), Leipzig Graduate School of 
Management (Germany) and RWTH International 
Academy, Aachen (Germany).
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3. Future-Based Learning

Innovation is about creating alternative futures and a 
powerful set of tools exist around scenarios and other 
projective techniques; some of these have been embed-
ded in powerful methodologies such as Shell’s Game 
changer programme or the Future Agenda consortium. 
This strand of work will set up an Imagining the Future 
Laboratory – a place where participants imagine altern-
ative futures and explore within them opportunities 
and challenges which can form the basis of novel 
product or service concepts. From these rich pictures 
tools for “back-casting” and road-mapping can be used 
to develop clear pathways to take innovation opportun-
ities forward. This method helps the learners to:

• embed a capacity for "futures thinking" across the or-
ganization 

• explore specific trends that might have a disruptive 
impact on the organization, and develop appropriate 
responses to those disruptions

• explore alternative future scenarios and work from 
those towards viable innovation strategies to minim-
ize threats and maximize opportunities

• understand the role futures thinking plays in develop-
ing an organization’s innovation strategy 

4. Entrepreneur Laboratory

There has been an explosion of interest in startups and 
how to engage and enable new ventures. They involve 
developing novel value propositions and expanding 
them into robust business models that can realize the 
potential value for end users. Coupled with powerful 
new approaches around rapid prototyping of minimum 
viable products, getting early feedback to refine ideas, 
and pivoting towards a solution, they provide a fast 
track to developing and implementing innovation. But 
such “boot camp” models are not just relevant to star-
tups and high-tech enterprises. They can help existing 
organizations rethink how they come up with and carry 
forward business cases. Building on the experience of 
partner companies such as BMW, Nokia, and Lego, this 
strand of work will explore in a practical way how to 
bring the entrepreneurial lab into the mainstream.

Using tools and techniques from the lean startup ap-
proach and developing and testing innovation con-
cepts through agile processes such as minimum viable 
product, this method provides learners with: 

• exposure to tools and techniques to help them develop 
ideas via a series of "controlled experiments" that ex-
plore and test hypotheses about markets, technolo-
gies, etc. 

• understanding of the role that prototyping, fast intelli-
gent failure, and other agile approaches play in mov-
ing innovation proposals forward

• embedded capacity for entrepreneurial thinking and 
behaviour across the organization

• a startup frame of thinking for larger established or-
ganizations

• traction on novel projects and the opportunity to ex-
plore, refine, and progress them rapidly

5. Innovation Theatre

“All the world’s a stage”, as Shakespeare pointed out, 
and one part of that stage is where the drama of innova-
tion is being played out. So there is considerable scope 
for using not only the metaphor but also some of the 
tools and techniques from the world of theatre to ex-
plore the characters, scripts, and scenery of innovation 
in different contexts – and to develop new tools and ap-
proaches to working with innovation. In particular, we 
will draw on experience at the University of Southern 
Denmark, which has worked for years on using theatre-
based approaches to improve understanding and per-
formance in real organizations.

Processes of innovation are, to a large extent, happen-
ing in the communicative interaction between the in-
volved stakeholders. Engaging people in improvised 
theatre invites participants to challenge taken-for-gran-
ted assumptions and patterns of communicating, which 
allows emergence of something new. This method:

• immediately provides learners with new ways of inter-
acting with each other

• enables access to a skill set different than the cognit-
ive, judgment-driven discrimination typically honed in 
the business classroom

• helps practitioners generate creative responses to cli-
ent demands, facilitate meetings, and offer ideas to su-
periors 

• helps future managers develop important organiza-
tionally valued skills
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6. Innovation Games

Play and playfulness are increasingly being recognized 
as powerful aids to creativity and innovation. Engaging 
people in playing games can be an effective way of en-
abling co-innovation and collaboration. The concept of 
“serious play” reflects this growing interest and this 
strand of work will explore the different ways in which 
games and structured play can provide new learning 
opportunities to develop innovation capabilities. These 
might range from simple live exercises through to more 
structured interactions and even online and virtual 
world gaming. Innovation games can be used in a vari-
ety of settings, from simple workshop experiences 
through to extended structured games. 

Through doing, making, and relating to the games, the 
participants iteratively learn to grasp meaning across 
boundaries and to create practical, usable knowledge. 
Games can be used for:

• initiating innovation that involves people with differ-
ent agendas/perspectives 

• challenging repetitive patterns/procedures of practice 

• creating a shared experience of social dynamics

• team building when the experience needs to be 
"graspable"

• providing a group of people with a direction for their 
mutual collaboration

7. Design Making

“Design thinking” has become one of the hot topics in 
the innovation field in recent years, reflecting both an 
approach to solving problems and a wide-ranging 
toolkit which people can use to embrace design meth-
ods. Organizations like IDEO have demonstrated the 
potential of this model in a variety of public and private 
sector innovation contexts, and it brings important new 
perspectives especially around user understanding and 
prototyping. This strand of work not only seeks to ex-
plore the ways in which design thinking can be used in 
learning how to manage innovation more effectively 
but also looks at “design making” – the range of ap-
proaches which enable user engagement in prototyping 
and concept testing of various kinds.

Engaging with tangible materials in conversational in-
teraction between people, design making helps employ-

ees move beyond abstract talking to concrete acting in 
iterative processes of developing the thinking and ac-
tion. For participants, design making as a technique:

• creates a space for collective exploration and ex-
change of ideas, while giving each participant a say in 
the process 

• supports collaboration, discussion, and reflection 

• instigates relevant associations 

• cultivates participants’ ability to be creative

• creates a dynamic environment that opens up diverse 
interpretations of the materials, where participants 
are allowed to share radical/disruptive ideas 

8. Project-Based Learning

Innovation is not an academic or theoretical matter – it 
is the practice of turning ideas into value. And much of 
what we have learned has come from reflecting on pro-
jects – successful or otherwise – and pulling out relev-
ant lessons. This strand of work will look at the ways in 
which structured reflection can be used to capture 
learning from live innovation projects, and also how we 
can design reflection projects to help assess and en-
hance innovation management capability. 

When traditional learning methods fail to transport 
“how-to” knowledge on innovation and entrepreneur-
ship to practitioners, the project-based learning experi-
ence helps implement new methods and tools in 
innovation management. Project-based learning 
provides a learning-by-doing approach, which allows 
practitioners to accumulate first-hand tacit “how-to” 
knowledge in the areas of innovation and entrepreneur-
ship. Real-life innovation problems of the company are 
tackled by small teams who are mentored throughout 
the full innovation/entrepreneurship process. Along 
their journey, multiple innovation tools and techniques 
are presented, used, and evaluated. As a requirement, 
project-based learning should be based on a collaborat-
ive or cooperative group approach using long-term and 
interdisciplinary methodology. The key criteria in pro-
ject-based learning are authenticity, a driving question, 
constructive investigations, autonomy, and room for re-
flection.

Applying this method for teaching innovation, parti-
cipants learn to tackle real-life problems of the com-
pany by drawing from many information sources and 
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disciplines. Thus, they build the capacity to successfully 
conduct innovation projects and also acquire the capa-
city to explore new innovation methods on their own. 
Participants gain knowledge and skills by working for an 
extended period of time investigating and responding to 
an engaging and complex question, problem, or chal-
lenge. They are immersed in an inquiry experience that 
gets them thinking about and questioning the topic.

Conclusion

The needs and requirements for education are perman-
ently evolving, hence we are exploring needs, resources, 
and experience on both the supply and demand side 
and building up a clear understanding of where and 
how delivery could be improved around innovation and 
entrepreneurship.

The experience base of the project partners has already 
given us a rich perspective on the strengths and weak-
nesses of current education and training provision in 
the field of innovation and entrepreneurship. In particu-
lar, it highlights the need for project and practice-
centred modes of working and for novel approaches to 
delivery, which challenge individuals and develop capa-
city for action at that level. Our project builds on this, 
develops and prototype a series of novel approaches to 
delivery, targeted at developing tacit knowledge and 
skills in innovation and entrepreneurship. 

We are exploring the above-discussed novel modes of 
teaching. Each method has a respected pedagogical 
foundation, has been already tested in pilot form as part 
of TACIT knowledge alliance, and we gained some un-
derstanding when partners worked on them individu-
ally, before the project was formed. We will report more 
in the nearest future on the results achieved from this 
ongoing research.

There are limits to what can be done with conventional 
approaches to education and training around innova-
tion and entrepreneurship and in particular more needs 
to be done to develop individual capacity for action 
through acquiring tacit knowledge. We argue this can 
be delivered through mechanisms which meet needs 
for:

• project-based learning, linked to the real challenges 
participants face in trying to make innovation happen

• recognition that different modes of learning; for many 
practitioners classroom style theory-based approaches 
do not work effectively

• experiential learning, offering different ways of clos-
ing the learning cycle between theory and practice

• skills-based learning, placing emphasis on what indi-
viduals working in organizations can actually do 
rather than focusing only on structures and pro-
cesses to enable innovation

• practice-based learning, allowing experimentation 
and gradual capability development through proto-
typing

• building understanding of core principles around 
which individuals can configure solutions to the in-
novation challenge which work in their particular 
context

In terms of the wider benefit to enterprises, we recog-
nize that innovation lies at the heart of what they do, 
from the initial stages of start-up through to the diffi-
culties of building on their original ideas and develop-
ing new offerings, improving their processes and 
opening up new markets. The challenge of establish-
ing a healthy business able to repeat the innovation 
trick and deliver a steady stream of change depends 
not on luck but on the ability to understand and enact 
innovation. Meeting this challenge requires learning 
and capacity building around entrepreneurship skills, 
and it requires us to further develop our understand-
ing of how to teach innovation and entrepreneurship 
effectively such that our teaching enables learners to 
put the lessons into practice.
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